TABLE B TO ANNEX III 1

REFERRED TO IN PARAGRAPH 3 OF ARTICLE 4

CUSTOMS DUTIES ON IMPORTS AND
CHARGES HAVING EQUIVALENT EFFECT

Customs duties and charges having equivalent effect applicable on import into Morocco of
the products originating in an EFTA State listed in Table B shall be progressively abolished
in accordance with the following schedule:
• three years after the date of entry into force of this Agreement each duty and charge
having equivalent effect shall be reduced to 90 % of the basic duty;
• four years after the date of entry into force of this Agreement each duty and charge
having equivalent effect shall be reduced to 80 % of the basic duty;
• five years after the date of entry into force of this Agreement each duty and charge
having equivalent effect shall be reduced to 70 % of the basic duty;
• six years after the date of entry into force of this Agreement each duty and charge
having equivalent effect shall be reduced to 60 % of the basic duty;
• seven years after the date of entry into force of this Agreement each duty and
charge having equivalent effect shall be reduced to 50 % of the basic duty;
• eight years after the date of entry into force of this Agreement each duty and charge
having equivalent effect shall be reduced to 40 % of the basic duty;
• nine years after the date of entry into force of this Agreement each duty and charge
having equivalent effect shall be reduced to 30 % of the basic duty;
• ten years after the date of entry into force of this Agreement each duty and charge
having equivalent effect shall be reduced to 20 % of the basic duty;
• eleven years after the date of entry into force of this Agreement each duty and
charge having equivalent effect shall be reduced to 10 % of the basic duty;
• twelve years after the date of entry into force of this Agreement the remaining
duties shall be abolished.

1

As amended by Joint Committee Decision No. 4 of 2000 (24 October 2000) which entered into force
on 1 August 2002, and Decisions No. 3 and 5 of 2004 (26 October 2004) which entered into force on 1
October 2002.

TABLE B TO ANNEX III
H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products

25.01

Salt (including table salt and denatured salt) and
pure sodium chloride, whether or not in aqueous
solution or containing added anti-caking or freeflowing agents; sea water.

25.15

Marble, travertine, ecaussine and other
calcareous monumental or building stone of an
apparent specific gravity of 2.5 or more, and
alabaster, whether or not roughly trimmed or
merely cut, by sawing or otherwise, into blocks or
slabs of a rectangular (including square) shape.

25.20

Gypsum; anhydrite; plasters (consisting of
calcined gypsum or calcium sulphate) whether or
not coloured, with or without small quantities of
accelerators or retarders.

25.22

Quicklime, slaked lime and hydraulic lime, other
than calcium oxide and hydroxide of heading No.
28.25.

25.23

Portland cement, aluminous cement, slag cement,
supersulphate cement and similar hydraulic
cements, whether or not coloured or in the form
of clinkers.
2523.10

- Cement clinkers
- Portland cement :

2523.29
25.30

Mineral substances not elsewhere specified or
included.
2530.20

ex 27.10

-- Other

- Kieserite, epsomite (natural magnesium sulphates)
Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous
minerals, other than crude; preparations not
elsewhere specified or included, containing by
weight 70 % or more of petroleum oils or of oils
obtained from bituminous minerals, these oils
being the basic constituents of the preparations;
waste oils

-2H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

ex

2710.11

Description of Products

2710.1111

---- In packings of a net capacity not exceeding 1 kg

2710.1119

---- Other
---- Light oils:
----- Special essences:

2710.1121

------White spirit

2710.1129

------ Other
----- Others:

ex

2710.1191

------ Supercarburants, unleaded

2710.1192

------ Regular essence

2710.1199

------ Other

2710.19

-- Other
---- Medium oils:

2710.1911

----- Lamp petroleum

2710.1912

----- Carbureactor fuel

2710.1919

----- Other
---- Heavy oils:

2710.1921

----- Gasoil

2710.1929

----- Fuel oils

2710.1931

------ Oils called vaseline or paraffin (type "Water
White")

2710.1932

------ Dielectric oils

2710.1939

------ Base oils

2710.1990

------ Other
- Waste oils :

2710.91

--

Containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),

-3H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products
polychlorinated
terphenyls
(PCTs)
polybrominated biphenyls (PBBs)

2710.99
27.11

or

-- Other
Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons.
- Liquefied

2711.11

-- Natural gas

2711.12

-- Propane

2711.13

-- Butanes

27.12

Petroleum jelly; paraffin wax, micro-crystalline
petroleum wax, slack wax, ozokerite, lignite wax,
peat wax, other mineral waxes, and similar
products obtained by synthesis or by other
processes, whether or not coloured.

27.13

Petroleum coke, petroleum bitumen and other
residues of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from
bituminous minerals.
2713.20

- Petroleum bitumen

27.14

Bitumen and asphalt, natural; bituminous or oil
shale and tar sands; asphaltites and asphaltic
rocks.

27.15

Bituminous mixtures based on natural asphalt, on
natural bitumen, on petroleum bitumen, on
mineral tar or on mineral tar pitch (for example,
bituminous mastics, cut-backs).

28.01

Fluorine, chlorine, bromine and iodine.
2801.10

- Chlorine

28.02

Sulphur, sublimed or precipitated; colloidal
sulphur.

28.04

Hydrogen, rare gases and other non-metals.
2804.10

- Hydrogen

2804.30

- Nitrogen

-4H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.
2804.40

Description of Products
- Oxygen

28.06

Hydrogen chloride (hydrochloric acid);
chlorosulphuric acid.

28.07

Sulphuric acid; oleum.

28.09

Diphosphorus pentaoxide; phosphoric acid and
polyphosphoric acids; polyphosphoric acids,
whether or not chemically defined.

28.11

Other inorganic acids and other inorganic oxygen
compounds of non-metals.
- Other inorganic oxygen compounds of non-metals
2811.21

-- Carbon dioxide
Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda); potassium
hydroxide (caustic potash); peroxides of sodium
or potassium.

28.15

- Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda)
2815.11

-- Solid

2815.12

-- In aqueous solution (soda lye or liquid soda)

ex 28.17

Zinc oxide; zinc peroxide.
2817.0010

28.27

- Zinc oxide (zinc white)
Chlorides, chloride oxides and chloride
hydroxides; bromides and bromide oxides;
iodides and iodide oxides.
- Ammonium chloride
- Calcium chloride
- Other chlorides

2827.33

-- Of iron

28.28

Hypochlorites; commercial calcium hypochlorite;
chlorites; hypobromites.

28.33

Sulphates; alums; peroxosulphates
(persulphates).

-5H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products
- Other sulphates

2833.21

-- Of magnesium

2833.22

-- Of aluminium

2833.25

-- Of copper

2833.26

-- Of zinc

2833.30

- Alums

28.35

Phosphinates (hypophosphites), phosphonates
(phosphites)and phosphates; polyphosphates,
whether or not chemically defined
- Phosphates
2835.22

-- Of mono- or disodium

2835.23

-- Of trisodium

2835.25

-- Calcium hydrogenorthophosphate ("dicalcium
phosphate")

2835.26

-- Other phosphates of calcium

28.39

Silicates; commercial alkali metal silicates.

28.42

Other salts of inorganic acids or peroxoacids
(including aluminosilicates whether or not
chemically defined), other than azides

ex

2842.10

2842.1011
2842.90
28.51

- Silicates doubles ou complexes y compris les
aluminosilicates de constitution chimiques définie
ou non
---- Put up as articles, in forms for retail sale or in
packings of a net content not exceeding 1 Kg
- Other
Other inorganic compounds (including distilled
or conductivity water and water of similar
purity); liquid air (whether or not rare gases have
been removed); compressed air; amalgams, other
than amalgams of precious metals.

-6H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products

30.01

Glands and other organs for organo-therapeutic
uses, dried, whether or not powdered; extracts of
glands or other organs or of their secretions for
organo-therapeutic uses; heparin and its salts;
other human or animal substances prepared for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, not elsewhere
specified or included.

30.02

Human blood; animal blood prepared for
therapeutic, prophylactic or diagnostic uses;
antisera and other blood fractions and modified
immunological products, whether or not obtained
by means of biotechnological processes; vaccines,
toxins, cultures of micro-organisms (excluding
yeasts) and similar products.

ex

3002.30

- Vaccines for veterinary medicine

3002.3010

-- Vaccines against foot and mouth disease

3002.3091

-- Other vaccines described in the Moroccan
supplementary note no 1 of this chapter

3002.3099

-- Other

3002.90

- Other

30.03

Medicaments (excluding goods of heading No.
30.02, 30.05 or 30.06) consisting of two or more
constituents which have been mixed together for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, not put up in
measured doses or in forms or packings for retail
sale.
3003.10

- Containing penicillins or derivatives thereof, with
a penicillanic acid structure, or streptomycins or
their derivatives

3003.20

- Containing other antibiotics
- Containing hormones or other products of heading
No. 29.37 but not containing antibiotics

ex

3003.31

-- Containing insulin

3003.39

-- Other

3003.3910

--- For veterinary medicine

-7H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products
--- Other, oestradiol + progesterone (INN)

3003.3990

ex

--- Other

3003.40

- Containing alkaloids or derivatives thereof but not
containing hormones or other products of heading
No. 29.37 or antibiotics

3003.90

- Other

3003.9010

-- For veterinary medicine
-- Other

3003.9092
3003.909300

---

Products presented in form of micro-granules
(0,2 mm à 2 mm)

---

On the basis of lysine-acetyl salicylate
(d’acétyl salicylate de lysine) in powder form

---- Concentrates of peritoneal dialyse
---- Other:

3003.909810

----- Containing iodine or derivatives of iodine

3003.909890

----- Other
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading No.
30.02, 30.05 or 30.06) consisting of mixed or
unmixed products for therapeutic or prophylactic
uses, put up in measured doses (including those in
the form of transdermal administration
systems)or in forms or packings for retail sale.

30.04

ex

3004.10

3004.1010

- Containing penicillins or derivatives thereof, with
a penicillanic acid structure, or streptomycins or
their derivatives
-- For veterinary medicine
-- Other, antimitotic including special products for
preoperative or postoperative treatment of
chemotherapy or of radiotherapy
-- Other, streptomycines, cefixime (INN),
cefpodoxime (INN), cefotaxime (INN),
ceftriaxone (INN) and cefotetan (INN)

-8H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products
-- Other
--- Lyophilized (freeze-dryed)
--- Presented in spray cans or soft capsules
--- Presented in form of prefilled syringe-phials

3004.1099
ex

3004.20
3004.2010

--- Other
- Containing other antibiotics
-- For veterinary medicine
-- Other, antimitotic including medical preparations
for prooperative or postoperative chemotherapy
or radiotherapy
-- Other, containing imipeneme (INN) and
cilastatine (INN)
-- Other
--- Lyophilized (freezeé-dryed)
--- Presented in spray cans or soft capsules
--- Presented in form of prefilled syringe-phials
--- Other, described in the supplementary note no 2a
of this chapter

3004.2095

--- Other, described in the supplementary note no 2b
of this chapter

3004.2096

--- Other, described in the supplementary note no 2c
of this chapter

3004.2099

--- Other
- Containing hormones or other products of heading
No 29.37 but not containing antibiotics

ex

3004.31

-- Containing insulin
--- Biosynthetic human insulin

3004.3120

--- Insulin of swine (suidians) origin

-9H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products
--- Other
---- Lyophilized (freeze-dryed)
---- Presented in spray cans or soft capsules
---- Presented in the form of prefilled syringe-phials

3004.3199
ex

3004.32

---- Other
-- Containing adrenal cortical hormones, their
derivatives and structural analogues

3004.3210

--- For veterinary medicine

3004.3250

---

Other: 17 beta estradoil (INN) + estriol
(INN). 17-beta estradiol (INN) + estriol
(INN) + noresthisterone (INN) (or
derivatives), estriol (INN), estrone (INN) +
equiline (INN) + dihydroequiline (INN) +
equilenine (INN) + dihydroequilenine (INN),
glucagon (INN), gonadoreline (INN)

3004.3260

---

Progesterone in oil capsules (INN)

---

Other, antimitotic including medical
preparations for prooperative or postoperative
chemotherapy or radiotherapy

---

Other, betamethazone (INN) its esters and
salts, methyl prednisolone (INN) its esters
and salts, paramethazone (INN) its esters and
salts, triamcinolone acetonide (INN) its esters
and salts, triamcinolone (INN) its esters and
salts, hemisuccinate sodium hydrocortisone
(INN)

---

Other

3004.3299

----

Lyophilized (freeze-dryed)

----

Presented in spray cans or soft capsules

----

Presented in form of prefilled syringe-phials

----

Presented in form of injectable solutions

----

Other

- 10 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

ex

3004.39
3004.3910

3004.3950

3004.3999
ex

3004.40

3004.4010

Description of Products
-- Other
---

For veterinary medicine

---

Other, antimitotic including medical
preparations for prooperative or postoperative
chemotherapy or radiotherapy

---

Other, calcitonine (INN), prostaglandines,
oxytocine (INN), somatotropes hypophysaires
hormones (STH) and sodic levothyroxine
(INN)

---

Other, testosterone (INN) enanthate,
tetracosactide (INN)

---

Other, 17-beta estradiol (INN) + estriol
(INN), 17-beta estradiol (INN) + estriol
(INN) + norethisterone (INN) (or derivatives),
estriol (INN), estrone (DCI) + equiline (INN)
+ dihydroequiline (INN) + equilenine (DCI) +
dihydroequilenine (INN), glucagon (INN),
gonadoreline (INN)

---

Other

----

Lyophilized (freeze-dryed)

----

Presented in spray cans or soft capsules

----

Presented in form of prefilled syringe-phials

----

Other

- Containing alkaloids or derivatives thereof but not
containing hormones, other products of heading
No. 29.37 or antibiotics
-- For veterinary medicine
-- Other, antimitotic including medical preparations
for prooperative or postoperative chemotherapy
or radiotherapy
-- Other, methylergometrine maleate (INN)

- 11 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products

3004.4040

-- Other, pilocarpine (INN), atropine and its salts
(INN), phenylephrine (INN), oxybuprocaine
(INN)

3004.4050

-- Other, timolol (INN) + pilocarpine (INN)
-- Other

3004.4099
ex

3004.50
3004.5010

---

Lyophilized (freeze-dryed)

---

Presented in spray cans or soft capsules

---

Presented in form of prefilled syringe-phials

---

Other

- Other medicaments containing vitamins or other
products of heading No. 29.36
-- For veterinary medicine
-- Other, injectable vitamin K 1, vitamins
(A+B1+B2+B5+B6+PP +C+D2+E) (INN),
pyridoxine + glutamic acid +aspartic acid +
cytochrome C + nicotinamide + adenosine +
sorbitol + sodium succinate, etretinate (INN),
isotretinoine (INN), tretinoine (INN)

3004.5030

-- Other, calcium folinate (INN) extract of
vaccinium myrtillus + tocopherol (INN)
-- Other

3004.5099
ex

3004.90

---

Lyophilized (freeze-dryed)

---

Presented in spray cans or soft capsules

---

Presented in form of prefilled syringe-phials

---

Other

- Other

3004.9010

-- For veterinary medicine

3004.9097

---- Concentrates of peritoneal dialyse

3004.9098

---- Other

- 12 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products
-- Other, antimitotic including medical preparations
for prooperative or postoperative chemotherapy
or radiotherapy
-- Other, artificial human plasma substitutes
-- Other, morphinic analgesic
-- Other, anesthetic other than based on
hydrochlorate of lidocaïne
-- Other, specified in supplementary note no. 2 bis
of the present chapter
-- Other, against the acquired immune deficiency
syndrome (AIDS)
--

30.05

ex

Other

---

Lyophilized (freeze-dryed)

---

Presented in spray cans or soft capsules

---

Presented in form of prefilled syringe-phials

---

Other, specified in supplementary notes nos.
3a, 3b, 3c, 3d1, 3e, 3f, 3g1, 3h1, 3ij, 3k1, 3l,
3m1, 3n1, 3o1, 3p, 3q and 3s1 to the present
chapter

---

Other, specified in supplementary notes nos.
3d2, 3g2, 3h2, 3k2, 3m2, 3n2, 3o2, 3r and 3s2
to the present chapter

---

Other, specified in supplementary notes nos
3d3, 3g3, 3h3, 3k3

Wadding, gauze, bandages and similar articles
(for example, dressings, adhesive plasters,
poultices), impregnated or coated with
pharmaceutical substances or put up in forms or
packings for retail sale for medical, surgical,
dental or veterinary purposes.
3005.10

- Adhesive dressings and other articles having an
adhesive layer

- 13 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products
-- Impregnated or coated with pharmaceutical
substances (including cutaneous dressings
“timbres transdermiques” or “patch”)
-- Other

ex

3005.1091

---

Wadding

3005.1099

---

Other

3005.90
3005.9010

- Other
-- Impregnated or coated with pharmaceutical
substances
-- Other

3005.9091

---

Waddings

3005.9099

---

Other

Pharmaceutical goods specified in Note 4 to this
Chapter.

30.06

ex

3006.10

- Sterile surgical catgut, similar sterile suture
materials and sterile tissue adhesives for surgical
wound closure; sterile laminaria and sterile
laminaria tents; sterile absorbable surgical or
dental haemostatics

3006.40

- Dental cements and other dental fillings; bone
reconstruction cements

3006.50

- First-aid boxes and kits

3006.60

- Chemical contraceptive preparations based on
hormones on other products of heading 2937 or on
spermicides
-- Chemical contraceptive preparations based on
hormones

3006.6019

---

Pills with a mesured dose of 0,15 mg of
levonorgestrel (INN) and 0,03 mg of
ethinyloestradiol (INN)

---

Products presented in the form of implants

---

Other

- 14 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products
-- Other

ex

ex

ex

ex

ex

3006.6091

---

Put up in forms or packings for retail sale or
in packings with a capacity not exceeding 1
kg net

3006.6099

---

Other

3006.70

Gel preparations designed to be used in human or
veterinary medicine as a lubricant for parts of the
body for surgical operations or physical examinations
or as a coupling agent between the body and medical
instruments

3006.7010

---- Put up as articles, in forms for retail sale or in
packings of a net content not exceeding 1 kg

3006.80

- Waste pharmaceuticals

3006.8010

--- Of products of heading 30.01 :

3006.8023

---- Of products of subheading 3002.30 :

3006.8029

---- Of products of subheading 3002.90 :

3006.8031

---- Of products of subheading 3003.10 :

3006.8032

--- Of products of heading 3003.20 :

3006.8033

--- Of products of subheading 3003.31.00.00 :

3006.8034

---- Of products of heading 3003.39 :

3006.803410

---- Of products of subheading 3003.39.10.00

3006.803490

----- Of products of subheading 3003.39.90.00

3006.8035

---- Of products of heading 3003.40 :

3006.803510

----- Of products of subheading 3003.40.10.00

3006.803590

----- Of products of subheading 3003.40.90.00

3006.8039

---- Of products of heading 3003.90 :

3006.803910

----- Of products of subheading 3003.90.10.10

3006.803920

----- Of products of subheading 3003.90.10.90

- 15 H.S.
Code

ex

ex

ex

ex

ex

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products

3006.803950

----- Of products of subheading 3003.90.92.00

3006.803960

----- Of products of subheading 3003.90.93.00

3006.803970

----- Of products of subheading 3003.90.98.10

3006.803990

----- Of products of subheading 3003.90.98.90

3006.803920

----- Of products of subheading 3003.90.10.90

3006.8041

---- Of products of heading 3004.10 :

3006.804110

----- Of products of subheading 3004.10.10.00

3006.804190

----- Of products of subheading 3004.10.99.00

3006.8042

---- Of products of heading 3004.20 :

3006.804210

----- Of products of subheading 3004.20.10.00

3006.804295

----- Of products of subheading 3004.20.95.00

3006.804296

----- Of products of subheading 3004.20.96.00

3006.804299

----- Of products of subheading 3004.20.99.00

3006.8043

---- Of products of heading 3004.31 :

3006.804320

----- Of products of subheading 3004.31.20.00

3006.804390

----- Of products of subheading 3004.31.99.00

3006.8044

---- Of products of heading 3004.32 :

3006.804410

----- Of products of subheading 3004.32.10.00

3006.804450

----- Of products of subheading 3004.32.50.00

3006.804460

----- Of products of subheading 3004.32.60.00

3006.804499

----- Of products of subheading 3004.32.99.00

3006.8045

---- Of products of heading 3004.39 :

3006.804510

----- Of products of subheading 3004.39.10.00

3006.804550

----- Of products of subheading 3004.39.50.00

3006.804590

----- Of products of subheading 3004.39.99.00

- 16 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

ex

3006.8046

ex

ex

Description of Products
---- Of products of heading 3004.40 :

3006.804610

----- Of products of subheading 3004.40.10.00

3006.804640

----- Of products of subheading 3004.40.40.00

3006.804650

----- Of products of subheading 3004.40.50.00

3006.804690

----- Of products of subheading 3004.40.99.00

3006.8047

---- Of products of heading 3004.50 :

3006.804710

----- Of products of subheading 3004.50.10.00

3006.804730

----- Of products of subheading 3004.50.30.00

3006.804790

----- Of products of subheading 3004.50.99.00

3006.804910

----- Of products of subheading 3004.90.10.00

3006.804997

----- Of products of subheading 3004.90.97.00

3006.804998

----- Of products of subheading 3004.90.98.00

3006.8051

---- Of products of heading 3005.10 :

3006.805130

----- Of products of subheading 3005.10.91.00

3006.805140

----- Of products of subheading 3005.10.99.10

3006.805190

----- Of products of subheading 3005.10.99.90

3006.8059

---- Of products of heading 3005.90 :

3006.8091

---- Of products of heading 3006.10 :

3006.8094

---- Of products of heading 3006.40 :

3006.8095

---- Of products of subheading 3006.50.00.00

3006.8096

---- Of products of heading 3006.60 :

3006.809630

----- Of products of subheading 3006.60.19.00

3006.809640

----- Of products of subheading 3006.60.91.00

3006.809690

----- Of products of subheading 3006.60.99.00

3006.809910

----- Of products of subheading 3006.70.10.00

- 17 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

32.04

Description of Products
Synthetic organic colouring matter, whether or
not chemically defined; preparations as specified
in Note 3 to this Chapter based on synthetic
organic colouring matter; synthetic organic
products of a kind used as fluorescent
brightening agents or as luminophores, whether
or not chemically defined.
- Synthetic organic colouring matter and
preparations based thereon as specified in Note 3
to this chapter

3204.12

-- Acid dyes, whether or not premetallised, and
preparations based thereon; mordant dyes and
preparations based thereon

32.05

Colour lakes; preparations as specified in Note 3
to this Chapter based on colour lakes.

32.08

Paints and varnishes (including enamels and
lacquers) based on synthetic polymers or
chemically modified natural polymers, dispersed
or dissolved in a non-aqueous medium; solutions
as defined in Note 4 to this Chapter.

ex

3208.10

- Based on polyesters

3208.20

- Based on acrylic or vinyl polymers

3208.90

- Other

3208.9090
32.09

ex

Paints and varnishes (including enamels and
lacquers) based on synthetic polymers or
chemically modified natural polymers, dispersed
or dissolved in an aqueous medium.
3209.10

- Based on acrylic or vinyl polymers

3209.90

- Other

3209.9090
32.11

-- Other than paints based on cellulose of a kind
used for the finishing of leather

-- Other than paints based on cellulose of a kind
used for the finishing of leather
Prepared driers.

- 18 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products
Pigments (including metallic powders and flakes)
dispersed in non-aqueous media, in liquid or
paste form, of a kind used in the manufacture of
paints (including enamels); stamping foils; dyes
and other colouring matter put up in forms or
packings for retail sale.

32.12

- Stamping foils
3212.90

- Other

32.14

Glaziers' putty, grafting putty, resin cements,
caulking compounds and other mastics; painters'
fillings; non-refractory surfacing preparations
for façades, indoor walls, floors, ceilings or the
like.

32.15

Printing ink, writing or drawing ink and other
inks, whether or not concentrated or solid.

33.01

Essential oils (terpeneless or not), including
concretes and absolutes; resinoids; extracted
oleoresins; concentrates of essential oils in fats, in
fixed oils, in waxes or the like, obtained by
enfleurage or maceration; terpenic by-products
of the deterpenation of essential oils; aqueous
distillates and aqueous solutions of essential oils.

33.02

Mixtures of odoriferous substances and mixtures
(including alcoholic solutions) with a basis of one
or more of these substances, of a kind used as raw
materials in industry; other preparations based
on odoriferous substances, of a kind used for the
manufacture of beverages.

ex

3302.10

- Of a kind used in the food or drink industries

3302.1010

-- Alcoholic prepartions used for the manufacture
of beverages

3302.1020

-- Other preparations used for manufacture of
beverages

3302.1030

--- Other, mentholated

3302.1081

---- Butter flavouring

3302.1089

---- Other

- 19 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.
3302.90

Description of Products
- Other

33.03

Perfumes and toilet waters.

33.04

Beauty or make-up preparations and
preparations for the care of the skin (other than
medicaments), including sunscreen or sun tan
preparations; manicure or pedicure preparations.

33.05

Preparations for use on the hair.

33.06

Preparations for oral or dental hygiene, including
denture fixative pastes and powders; yarn used to
clean between the teeth (dental floss), in
individual retail packages.

33.07

Pre-shave, shaving or after-shave preparations,
personal deodorants, bath preparations,
depilatories and other perfumery, cosmetic or
toilet preparations, not elsewhere specified or
included; prepared room deodorisers, whether or
not perfumed or having disinfectant properties.

34.01

Soap; organic surface-active products and
preparations for use as soap, in the form of bars,
cakes, moulded pieces or shapes, whether or not
containing soap; organic surface-active products
and preparations for washing the skin, in the
form of liquid or cream and put up for retail sale,
whether or not containing soap; paper, wadding,
felt and nonwovens, impregnated, coated or
covered with soap or detergent.

34.02

Organic surface-active agents (other than soap);
surface-active preparations, washing
preparations (including auxiliary washing
preparations) and cleaning preparations, whether
or not containing soap, other than those of
heading No. 34.01.

ex

3402.20

- Preparations put up for retail sale

3402.90

- Other
-- Surface-active preparations

- 20 H.S.
Code
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3402.9019

Description of Products
---

Preparations and mixtures of fatty acids
ethoxylated, of diglycolether and of
sulphonates of socic paraffin, containing
traces (less than 1 %) of fatty acid

---

Other

-- Washing preparations

3402.9090
34.04

---

Without organic substances

---

Other

Artificial waxes and prepared waxes.
3404.10

- Of chemically modified lignite

3404.90

- Other

34.05

Polishes and creams, for footwear, furniture,
floors, coachwork, glass or metal, scouring pastes
and powders and similar preparations (whether
or not in the form of paper, wadding, felt,
nonwovens, cellular plastics or cellular rubber,
impregnated, coated or covered with such
preparations), excluding waxes of heading No.
34.04.

34.06

Candles, tapers and the like.

34.07

Modelling pastes, including those put up for
children's amusement; preparations known as
"dental wax" or as "dental impression
compounds", put up in sets, in packings for retail
sale or in plates, horseshoe shapes, sticks or
similar forms; other preparations for use in
dentistry, with a basis of plaster (of calcined
gypsum or calcium sulphate).

35.01

Casein, caseinates and other casein derivatives;
casein glues.

35.02

Albumins (including concentrates of two or more
whey proteins, containing by weight more than 80
% whey proteins, calculated on the dry matter),
albuminates and other albumin derivatives.

- 21 H.S.
Code
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Description of Products

35.03

Gelatin (including gelatin in rectangular
(including square) sheets, whether or not surfaceworked or coloured) and gelatin derivatives;
isinglass; other glues of animal origin, excluding
casein glues of heading No. 35.01.

35.04

Peptones and their derivatives; other protein
substances and their derivatives, not elsewhere
specified or included; hide powder, whether or
not chromed.

35.05

Dextrins and other modified starches (for
example, pregelatinised or esterified starches);
glues based on starches, or on dextrins or other
modified starches.

35.06

Prepared glues and other prepared adhesives, not
elsewhere specified or included; products suitable
for use as glues or adhesives, put up for retail sale
as glues or adhesives, not exceeding a
net weight of 1 kg.

36.05

Matches, other than pyrotechnic articles of
heading No. 36.04.

37.01

Photographic plates and film in the flat,
sensitised, unexposed, of any material other than
paper, paperboard or textiles; instant print film
in the flat, sensitised, unexposed, whether or not
in packs.

ex

3701.20
3701.2091

ex

3701.30
3701.3010

-- Of paper, paperboard or textile fabrics for
reprinting of documents, industrial design
(technical drawings) and the like
- Other plates and film, with any side exceeding
255 mm
-- Unexposed aluminium plates
Photographic film in rolls, sensitised, unexposed,
of any material other than paper, paperboard or
textiles; instant print film in rolls, sensitised,
unexposed.

37.02

ex

- Instant print film

3702.20

- Instant print film

- 22 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
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3702.2091

Description of Products
-- Of paper, paperboard or textile fabrics for
reprinting of documents, industrial design
(technical drawings) and the like

37.04

Photographic plates, film, paper, paperboard and
textiles, exposed but not developed.

37.05

Photographic plates and film, exposed and
developed, other than cinematographic film.

38.04

Residual lyes from the manufacture of wood pulp,
whether or not concentrated, desugared or
chemically treated, including lignin sulphonates,
but excluding tall oil of heading No. 38.03.

38.08

Insecticides, rodenticides, fungicides, herbicides,
anti-sprouting products and plant-growth
regulators, disinfectants and similar products,
put up in forms or packings for retail sale or as
preparations or articles (for example, sulphurtreated bands, wicks and candles, and fly-papers).

38.09

Finishing agents, dye carriers to accelerate the
dyeing or fixing of dyestuffs and other products
and preparations (for example, dressings and
mordants), of a kind used in the textile, paper,
leather or like industries, not elsewhere specified
or included.

38.16

Refractory cements, mortars, concretes and
similar compositions, other than products of
heading No. 38.01.

38.19

Hydraulic brake fluids and other prepared
liquids for hydraulic transmission, not containing
or containing less than 70 % by weight of
petroleum oils or oils obtained from bituminous
minerals.

38.20

Anti-freezing preparations and prepared de-icing
fluids.

38.22

Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing
and prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents
whether or not on a backing, other than those of
heading no. 30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.

- 23 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

38.24

Description of Products
Prepared binders for foundry moulds or cores;
chemical products and preparations of the
chemical or allied industries (including those
consisting of mixtures of natural products), not
elsewhere specified or included.

3824.40

- Prepared additives for cements, mortars or
concretes

3824.50

- Non-refractory mortars and concretes
- Mixtures containing perhalogenated derivatives of
acyclic hydrocarbons containing two or more
different halogens

ex

3824.90

- Other
-- Preparations of inorganic compounds of thorium,
of uranium depleted in U 235 and rare-earth
metals, of yttrium and scandium, mixtures
thereof
-- Solvents and composite (mixte) inorganic
diluents for varnishes or the like

3824.9030

-- Paste based on gelatine for graphic reprints, for
press cylinders and similar use, whether or not
on paper supports or textile materials

3824.9040

-- Ammoniacal water

3824.9050

-- Crude ammoniac

3824.9060

-- Other: presented in form of articles or in
packages for retail sale or in packages of a net
weight not exceeding 1 kg

38.25

ex

Residual products of the chemical or allied
industries, not elsewhere specified or included;
municipal waste; sewage sludge; other wastes
specified in Note 6 to this Chapter.
3825.1000
3825.100010

ex

3825.2000

- Municipal waste :
--- Put up as articles, in forms for retail sale or in
packings of a net content not exceeding 1 kg
- Sewage sludge :

- 24 H.S.
Code
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3825.200010

ex

ex

3825.30

ex

ex

3825.3022

----- Gauze

3825.3029

----- Other

3825.3030

---- impregnated or coated with pharmaceutical
substances

3825.3041

----- Wadding

3825.4100

-- Halogenated

3825.4900

-- Other
- - - Put up as articles, in forms for retail sale or in
packings of a net content not exceeding 1 kg

3825.5000

- Wastes of metal pickling liquors, hydraulic fluids,
brake fluids and anti-freeze fluids :

3825.500010

- - - Put up as articles, in forms for retail sale or in
packings of a net content not exceeding 1 kg

3825.6100

3825.6900

3825.9000
3825.900010

39.01

- - - Put up as articles, in forms for retail sale or in
packings of a net content not exceeding 1 kg

3825.490010

3825.690010
ex

- Cinical waste :
----- Wadding

3825.610010
ex

- - - Put up as articles, in forms for retail sale or in
packings of a net content not exceeding 1 kg

3825.3021

3825.410010
ex

Description of Products

--Containing mainly organic constituents :
- - - Put up as articles, in forms for retail sale or in
packings of a net content not exceeding 1 kg
-- Other
- - - Put up as articles, in forms for retail sale or in
packings of a net content not exceeding 1 kg
- Other
- - - Put up as articles, in forms for retail sale or in
packings of a net content not exceeding 1 kg
Polymers of ethylene, in primary forms.

- 25 H.S.
Code
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Heading No.

Description of Products

ex

3901.10

- Polyethylene having a specific gravity of less than
0.94

ex

ex

ex

3901.1010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3901.1020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3901.20
3901.2010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3901.2020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3901.30

ex

- Ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymers

3901.3010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3901.3030

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3901.90

- Other

3901.9010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3901.9030

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

39.02
ex

- Polyethylene having a specific gravity of 0.94 or
more

Polymers of propylene or of other olefins, in
primary forms.
3902.10

- Polypropylene

3902.1010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3902.1020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3902.20
3902.2010

- Polyisobutylene
-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

- 26 H.S.
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ex
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Description of Products

3902.2020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3902.30

- Propylene copolymers

3902.3010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3902.3020

-- Pellets and bulk forms, the biggest size not
exceeding 4 cm

3902.3030

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3902.90

- Other

3902.9010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3902.9030

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

39.03

Polymers of styrene, in primary forms.
- Polystyrene

ex

ex

ex

3903.11

-- Expansible

3903.1110

---

Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3903.1120

---

Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar
bulk forms

3903.19

-- Other

3903.1910

---

Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3903.1920

---

Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar
bulk forms

3903.20

- Styrene-acrylonitrile (SAN) copolymers

3903.2010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3903.2020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

- 27 H.S.
Code
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ex

3903.30

ex

Description of Products
- Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS)
copolymers

3903.3010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3903.3020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3903.90

- Other

3903.9010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3903.9020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

39.04

Polymers of vinyl chloride or of other
halogenated olefins, in primary forms.
3904.10

- Poly(vinyl chloride), not mixed with any other
substances
- Other poly(vinyl chloride)

ex

ex

ex

3904.21

-- Non-plasticised

3904.22

-- Plasticised

3904.30

- Vinyl chloride-vinyl acetate copolymers

3904.3010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3904.3020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3904.40

- Other vinyl chloride copolymers

3904.4010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3904.4030

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3904.50
3904.5010

- Vinylidene chloride polymers
-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

- 28 H.S.
Code
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Description of Products

3904.5020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms
- Fluoro-polymers

ex

ex

ex

3904.61

-- Polytetrafluoroethylene

3904.6110

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3904.6120

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3904.69

-- Other

3904.6910

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3904.6930

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3904.90

- Other

3904.9011

-- Polytetrahaloethylene: liquids and pastes,
including emulsions, dispersions and solutions

3904.9015

-- Polytetrahaloethylene: blocks of irregular shape,
lumps and similar bulk forms

3904.9021

-- Polysulfohaloethylen: liquids and pastes,
including emulsions, dispersions and solutions

3904.9025

-- Polysulfohaloethylen: blocks of irregular shape,
lumps and similar bulk forms

3904.9091

-- Other plastics: liquids and pastes, including
emulsions, dispersions and solutions

3904.9096

-- Other plastics: blocks of irregular shape, lumps
and similar bulk forms
Polymers of vinyl acetate or of other vinyl esters,
in primary forms; other vinyl polymers in
primary forms.

39.05

- Poly(vinyl acetate)
3905.12

-- In aqueous dispersion

- 29 H.S.
Code
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ex

3905.19

Description of Products
-- Other

3905.1910

---

Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3905.1920

---

Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar
bulk forms

- Vinyl acetate copolymers
ex

ex

3905.21

-- In aqueous dispersion

3905.2110

---

Vinylacetat and vinylchlorid copolymer

3905.2190

---

Other

3905.29

-- Other
---

3905.2911

----

Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3905.2915

----

Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar
bulk forms

---

ex

Vinylacetat copolymer and vinylchlorid
copolymer

Other

3905.2991

----

Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3905.2996

----

Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar
bulk forms

3905.30

- Poly(vinyl alcohol), whether or not containing
unhydrolysed acetate groups
-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3905.3011

---

Containing polyvinyl acetate

3905.3019

---

Other

3905.3020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms
- Other

- 30 H.S.
Code
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ex

3905.91

Description of Products
-- Copolymers
---

ex

Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3905.9111

----

Containing polyvinyl acetate

3905.9119

----

Other

3905.9120

---

3905.99

Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar
bulk forms

-- Other
---

Acetals, ether and other polyvinyl derivatives

---3905.9911

-----

Containing polyvinyl acetate

3905.9919

-----

Other

3905.9920

------

ex

Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar
bulk forms
Other

3905.9991

----

Liquid or pasty products, including
emulsions, dispersions and solutions

3905.9996

----

Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar
bulk forms

39.06
ex

Liquid or pasty products, including
emulsions, dispersions and solutions

Acrylic polymers in primary forms.
3906.10

- Poly(methyl methacrylate)

3906.1010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3906.1020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3906.90

- Other

- 31 H.S.
Code
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3906.9011

-- Acrylic polymers, methacrylic polymers,
acrylomethacrylic copolymers: liquids and
pastes, including emulsions, dispersions and
solutions

3906.9015

-- Acrylic polymers, methacrylic polymers,
acrylomethacrylic copolymers: blocks of
irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk forms

3906.9091

-- Other than acrylic polymers, methacrylic
polymers, acrylomethacrylic copolymers: liquids
and pastes, including emulsions, dispersions and
solutions

3906.9096

-- Other than acrylic polymers, methacrylic
polymers, acrylomethacrylic copolymers: blocks
of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk forms
Polyacetals, other polyethers and epoxide resins,
in primary forms; polycarbonates, alkyd resins,
polyallyl esters and other polyesters, in primary
forms.

39.07

ex

3907.30
3907.3010

ex

Description of Products

- Epoxide resins
-- Covering powder reacting due to heat (paint in
form of powder)

3907.50

- Alkyd resins

3907.60

- Poly(ethylene terephthalate)

3907.6020

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3907.6090

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms, flakes, powders (including moulding
powder)
- Other polyesters

ex

3907.91

-- Unsaturated

3907.9110

---

Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3907.9190

---

Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar
bulk forms, granules, flakes and powder
(including moulding powder)

- 32 H.S.
Code
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ex

3907.99
3907.9910

3907.9991
39.08
ex

ex

-- Other
---

Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

---

Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar
bulk forms, granules, flakes and powder
(including moulding powder)

----

Covering powder reacting due to heat (paint
in form of powder)

Polyamides in primary forms.
3908.10

- Polyamide-6, -11, -12, -6,6, -6,9, -6,10 or -6,12

3908.1010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3908.1020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3908.90

- Other

3908.9010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3908.9020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

39.09
ex

Description of Products

Amino-resins, phenolic resins and polyurethanes,
in primary forms.
3909.10

- Urea resins; thiourea resins
-- Precondensated urea formaldehyde 80 %
minimum (23 % of urea minimum)

ex

3909.1019

-- Other liquid and pasty products, including
emulsions, dispersions and solutions

3909.1020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3909.1090

-- Granules, flakes and powder (including
moulding powder)

3909.20

- Melamine resins

- 33 H.S.
Code
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ex

ex
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3909.2010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3909.2020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3909.30

ex

- Other amino-resins

3909.3010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3909.3020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3909.40

- Phenolic resins

3909.4010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3909.4020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

3909.50

- Polyurethanes

3909.5010

-- Liquids and pastes, including emulsions,
dispersions and solutions

3909.5020

-- Blocks of irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk
forms

39.11

ex

Description of Products

Petroleum resins, coumarone-indene resins,
polyterpenes, polysulphides, polysulphones and
other products specified in Note 3 to this Chapter,
not elsewhere specified or included, in primary
forms.
3911.10

- Petroleum resins, coumarone, indene or
coumarone-indene resins and polyterpenes

3911.1017

-- Coumarone, indene and coumarone-indene
resins: blocks of irregular shape, lumps and
similar bulk forms

3911.1097

-- Other than coumarone, indene and coumaroneindene resins: blocks of irregular shape, lumps
and similar bulk forms

3911.90

- Other

- 34 H.S.
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Description of Products

3911.9010

-- Products of condensation, polycondensation or
polyaddition

3911.9091

-- Other than products of condensation,
polycondensation or polyaddition: liquids and
pastes, including emulsions, dispersions and
solutions

3911.9097

-- Other than products of condensation,
polycondensation or polyaddition: blocks of
irregular shape, lumps and similar bulk forms

39.12

Cellulose and its chemical derivatives, not
elsewhere specified or included, in primary
forms.
- Cellulose acetates

ex

3912.12

-- Plasticised

3912.20

- Cellulose nitrates (including collodions)
-- Not plasticised

3912.2090

-- Other
- Cellulose ethers

ex

3912.31
3912.3190

ex

3912.39
3912.3990

ex

3912.90
3912.9010

-- Carboxymethylcellulose and its salts
---

Plasticised

-- Other
---

Plasticised

- Other
-- Regenerated cellulose
-- Other cellulose esters or cellulose derivatives

3912.9029

---

Plasticised

3912.9090

-- Other

- 35 H.S.
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39.13

Description of Products
Natural polymers (for example, alginic acid) and
modified natural polymers (for example,
hardened proteins, chemical derivatives of
natural rubber), not elsewhere specified or
included, in primary forms.
- Alginic acid, its salts and esters

3913.90

- Other

39.15

Waste, parings and scrap, of plastics.

39.16

Monofilament of which any cross-sectional
dimension exceeds 1 mm, rods, sticks and profile
shapes, whether or not surface-worked but not
otherwise worked, of plastics.

39.17

Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefor (for
example, joints, elbows, flanges), of plastics.

39.18

Floor coverings of plastics, whether or not selfadhesive, in rolls or in the form of tiles; wall or
ceiling coverings of plastics, as defined in Note 9
to this Chapter.

39.19

Self-adhesive plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip
and other flat shapes, of plastics, whether or not
in rolls.

39.20

Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of
plastics, non-cellular and not reinforced,
laminated, supported or similarly combined with
other materials.
3920.10

- Of polymers of ethylene

3920.20

- Of polymers of propylene

3920.30

- Of polymers of styrene
- Of polymers of vinyl chloride

ex

3920.43

-- Containing by weight not less than 6% of
plasticisers

3920.4310

--- Strips of a thickness not exceeding 0.5 mm

3920.431090

---- Flexible

- 36 H.S.
Code
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3920.4390

Description of Products
---

Other :

3920.439011

----- Of a thickness not exceeding 2 mm

3920.439019

----- Of a thickness exceeding 2 mm

3920.439020

----- Of vinyl chloride-vinyl acetate copolymers

3920.439090

----- Other

3920.49
3920.4910
3920.491090
3920.4990

-- Other
---

Strips of a thickness not exceeding 0.5 mm

---- Flexible
---

Other :

3920.499011

----- Of a thickness not exceeding 2 mm

3920.499019

----- Of a thickness exceeding 2 mm

3920.499020

----- Of vinyl chloride-vinyl acetate copolymers

3920.499090

-----

Other

- Of acrylic polymers
3920.51

-- Of poly(methyl methacrylate)

3920.59

-- Other
- Of polycarbonates, alkyd resins, polyallyl esters
or other polyesters

3920.61

-- Of polycarbonates

3920.62

-- Of poly(ethylene terephthalate)

3920.63

-- Of unsaturated polyesters

3920.69

-- Of other polyesters
- Of cellulose or its chemical derivatives

3920.71

-- Of regenerated cellulose

3920.72

-- Of vulcanised fibre

3920.73

-- Of cellulose acetate

- 37 H.S.
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3920.79

Description of Products
-- Of other cellulose derivatives
- Of other plastics

3920.91

-- Of poly(vinyl butyral)

3920.92

-- Of polyamides

3920.93

-- Of amino-resins

3920.94

-- Of phenolic resins

3920.99

-- Of other plastics
Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of
plastics.

39.21

- Cellular

ex

3921.11

-- Of polymers of styrene

3921.12

-- Of polymers of vinyl chloride

3921.13

-- Of polyurethanes

3921.14

-- Of regenerated cellulose

3921.19

-- Of other plastics
---

3921.1911

Of condensation, polycondensation or
polyaddition products

----

Of phenoplasts

----

Of non saturated polyester

-----

Preimpregnated soft polyester containing
glass fibres (at least 18 %) and other
mineral materials, each face protected by
a polyethylene film

3921.1917

-----

Other

3921.1919

----

Other

3921.1921

----

Polyethylene bands, microporous,
containing amorphous silica, whether or not
ribbed along the width from 100 mm to
1250 mm

- 38 H.S.
Code

ex

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products

3921.1922

----

Cellular plates of polypropylene, weighing
400 g/sqm, put up in rolls of a width
exceeding 640 mm

3921.1928

----

Other

3921.1930

---

Of nitrates, acetats and other cellulose esters,
cellulose ethers and other chemical
derivatives of cellulose

3921.1940

---

Of hardened albuminoidal substances
(hardened casein, hardened gelatin etc.)

3921.1950

---

Of chemical derivatives of natural rubber

3921.1990

---

Other

3921.90

- Other
-- Printed complexes for packing (triplex and and
the like)

3921.9011

---

Weighing 100 g/m2 or more combined with
an aluminium sheet

3921.9019

---

Other

-- Other
---

Of condensation, polycondensation or
polyaddition products

----

Foil and strip formed with a core in
saturated polyester, metallized under
vaccuum and coloured, of a width exceeding
5 mm and of a thickness not exceeding 25
microns

3921.9030

----

Other

3921.9040

---

Of polymerisation and copolymerisation
products

---

Of regenerated cellulose, nitrates, acetats and
other cellulose esters, cellulose ethers and
other chemical derivatives of cellulose

----

Of regenerated cellulose

- 39 H.S.
Code
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Description of Products
-----

Leaves, film, bands or strip, coiled up or
not, of a thickness of less than 0,75 mm

------

Of a thickness not exceeding 0,5 mm

3921.9051

-------

Surface-worked

3921.9052

-------

Other than surface-worked

3921.9060

------

Of a thickness exceeding 0,5 mm, but
not exceeding 0,75 mm

3921.9070

-----

3921.9080

------

Other
Other
Other

3921.9094

----

Of vulcanised fibres

3921.9095

----

Of hardened albuminoidal substances
(hardened casein, hardened gelatin etc.)

3921.9096

----

Of chemical derivatives of natural rubber

3921.9098

----

Other

39.22

Baths, shower-baths, sinks, wash-basins, bidets,
lavatory pans, seats and covers, flushing cisterns
and similar sanitary ware, of plastics.

39.23

Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods,
of plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures,
of plastics.

39.24

Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles
and toilet articles, of plastics.

39.25

Builders' ware of plastics, not elsewhere specified
or included.

39.26

Other articles of plastics and articles of other
materials of headings Nos. 39.01 to 39.14.

ex 40.04

Waste, parings and scrap of rubber (other than
hard rubber) and powders and granules obtained
therefrom.
- Waste and scrap of rubber (other than hard rubber)

- 40 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products
- Parings from goods of rubber (other than hard
rubber), usable exlusively for the rubber recycling
-- Parings from old pneumatic tyres having been
subjected abroad to the following treatment
---

Splitting (i.e. to remove the tread)

---

Cutting into pieces

4004.0023

---

Cutting the tyre (cutting the tyre as close as
possible to the tringle bead wires or the heel)

4004.0029

---

Otherwise treated

40.05
ex

Compounded rubber, unvulcanised, in primary
forms or in plates, sheets or strip.
4005.10

- Compounded with carbon black or silica

4005.1020

-- Plates, sheets and strip

4005.1090

-- Other than solutions, dispersions, plates, sheets
and strips
- Other

ex

4005.91
4005.9110

-- Plates, sheets and strips
---

On the basis of balata, gutta-percha, similar
natural gums or factice

---

Other

----

4005.9199
ex

4005.99
4005.9910

----

Strips with a thickness not exceeding 5 mm
composed of parallel steel cables
agglomerated and completely coverd with
unvulcanised rubber, to be used in the
manufacture of carcasses of pneumatic tyres
and imported for industries specialised for this
special activity
Other

-- Other
---

Granules of natural or synthetic rubber,
presented as mixture ready for vulcanisation

- 41 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

40.06

ex

ex

Description of Products
Other forms (for example, rods, tubes and profile
shapes) and articles (for example, discs and
rings), of unvulcanised rubber.

4006.10

- "Camel-back" strips for retreading rubber tyres

4006.1010

-- Of balata, gutta-percha, similar natural gums or
factice

4006.1090

-- Other

4006.90

- Other
-- Of balata, gutta-percha, similar natural gums or
factice
---

Bare rubber thread and cord

4006.9012

---

Profile shapes (including the profile shapes of
circular cross-section)

4006.9013

---

Conveyor or transmission belts

4006.9019

---

Other forms or articles

-- Other
4006.9091

---

Articles

4006.9099

---

Other forms

40.08

Plates, sheets, strip, rods and profile shapes, of
vulcanised rubber other than hard rubber.

40.09

Tubes, pipes and hoses, of vulcanised rubber
other than hard rubber, with or without their
fittings (for example, joints, elbows, flanges).
- Not reinforced or otherwise combined with other
materials
4009.11

-- Without fittings

4009.12

-- With fittings
- Reinforced or otherwise combined only with metal

4009.21

-- Without fittings

- 42 H.S.
Code
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4009.22

Description of Products
-- With fittings
- Reinforced or otherwise combined only with textile
materials

4009.31

-- Without fittings

4009.32

-- With fittings
- Reinforced or otherwise combined only with other
materials

ex

4009.41
4009.4190
4009.42

40.10

-- Without fittings
--- Other
-- With fittings
Conveyor or transmission belts or belting, of
vulcanised rubber.
- Conveyor belts or belting

ex

4010.11

4010.1190

-- Reinforced only with metal
---

Of a width exceeding 20 cm

---

Other

4010.12

-- Reinforced only with textile materials

4010.13

-- Reinforced only with plastics

4010.19

-- Other
- Transmission belts or belting

4010.31

4010.32

4010.33

4010.34

-- Endless transmission belts of trapezoidal crosssection (Vbelts), V-ribbed, of an outside
circumference exceeding 60 cm but not
exceeding 180 cm
-- Endless transmission belts of trapezoidal crosssection
(V-belts), other than V-ribbed, of an
outside circumference exceeding 60 cm but not
exceeding 180 cm
-- Endless transmission belts of trapezoidal crosssection (Vbelts), V-ribbed, of an outside
circumference exceeding 180 cm but not
exceeding 240 cm
-- Endless transmission belts of trapezoidal crosssection (Vbelts), other than V-ribbed, of

- 43 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

4010.35
4010.36
4010.39
40.11

Description of Products
an outside circumference exceeding 180 cm but
not exceeding 240 cm
-- Endless synchronous belts, of an outside
circumference exceeding 60 cm but not
exceeding 150 cm
-- Endless synchronous belts, of an outside
circumference exceeding 150 cm but not
exceeding 198 cm
-- Other
New pneumatic tyres, of rubber.

4011.10

- Of a kind used on motor cars (including station
wagons and racing cars)

4011.20

- Of a kind used on buses or lorries

4011.40

- Of a kind used on motorcycles

4011.50

- Of a kind used on bicycles
- Other, having a "herring-bone" or similar tread

4011.61
4011.62
4011.63
4011.69

4011.92
4011.93
4011.94
4011.99
40.12

-- Of a kind used on agricultural or forestry
vehicles and machines
-- Of a kind used on construction or industrial
handling vehicles and machines and having a
rim size not exceeding 61cm
-- Of a kind used on construction or industrial
handling vehicles and machines and having a
rim size exceeding 61 cm
-- Other
- Other :
-- Of a kind used on agricultural or forestry vehicles
and machines
-- Of a kind used on construction or industrial
handling vehicles and machines and having a rim
size not exceeding 61 cm
-- Of a kind used on construction or industrial
handling vehicles and machines and having a rim
size exceeding 61cm
-- Other
Retreaded or used pneumatic tyres of rubber;
solid or cushion tyres, tyre treads and tyre flaps,
of rubber.

- 44 H.S.
Code
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Heading No.

ex

4012.90
4012.9010

Description of Products
- Other
-- Solid tyres or cushion tyres (half-solid) and
interchangeable tyre treads
-- Tyre flaps
---

For pneumatic tyres of aircrafts

---

Other, for pneumatic tyres of a unit weight

----

ex

ex

4012.9031

-----

4012.9040

----

4012.904010

-----

4012.9090

----

Exceeding 70 kg
New
Exceeding 15 kg, but not exceeding 70 kg
New
Not exceeding 15 kg

----4012.909011

---------------

Exceeding 2 kg, but not exceeding 15 kg
New
Not exceeding 2 kg
New

4012.909021

-------

For bicycles

4012.909029

-------

For motorcyles

40.13

Inner tubes, of rubber.

40.15

Articles of apparel and clothing accessories
(including gloves, mittens and mitts), for all
purposes, of vulcanised rubber other than hard
rubber.
- Gloves, mittens and mitts
-- For surgery

40.16

4015.19

-- Other

4015.90

- Other
Other articles of vulcanised rubber other than
hard rubber.

- 45 H.S.
Code
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Heading No.
4016.10

Description of Products
- Of cellular rubber
- Other

ex

4016.91

-- Floor coverings and mats

4016.92

-- Erasers

4016.93

-- Gaskets, washers and other seals

4016.94

-- Boat or dock fenders, whether or not inflatable

4016.95

-- Other inflatable articles

4016.99

-- Other
---

Parts and accessories of vehicles of chapter
86, 87 and 88

4016.9911

----

For motorcycles and mopeds of chapter 87
(excluding invalid carriages)

4016.9919

----

For barrows

----

For other vehicles of chapter 87 (excluding
tanks and other armoured fighting vehicles
and not motorised baby carriages and
invalid vehicles)

4016.9921

-----

Rubber mats

4016.9922

-----

Other articles, entierly of rubber

4016.9929

-----

Other

4016.9930

----

For railway or tramway locomotives and
rolling-stock; railway or tramway track
fixtures and fittings of chapter 86; spare
parts and accessories for aircrafts of chapter
88

4016.9940

----

For tanks and other armoured fighting
vehicles

4016.9950

----

For baby carriages

4016.9960

----

For invalid vehicles

---

Other

- 46 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.
4016.9991

Description of Products
----

Fans and hand screens and its settings and
spare parts of settings

----

Stoppers with a diameter of 20 mm or 30
mm

----

Air cushions for the manufacture of
pneumatics

----

Other

-----

Articles for technical use:

4016.9995

------

For textile machines

4016.9996

------

Other

4016.9999

-----

Other

40.17

Hard rubber (for example, ebonite) in all forms,
including waste and scrap; articles of hard
rubber.

41.01

Raw hides and skins of bovine including buffalo)
or equine animals ( fresh, or salted, dried, limed,
pickled or other wise preserved, but not tanned,
parchment-dressed or further prepared), whether
or not dehaired or split.

ex

4101.20

4101.2011
ex

4101.50
4101.5010

ex

4101.90
4101.9010

- Whole hides and skins, of a weight per skin not
exceeding 8kg when simply dried, 10g when drysalted, or 16g when fresh, wet-salted or otherwise
preserved:
---- Having undergone a reversible tanning
(including pre-tanning) process
- Whole Hides and skins, of a weight exceeding 16
kg :
--- Having undergone a reversible tanning (including
pre-tanning) process
- Other, including butts, bends and bellies :
--- Having undergone a reversible tanning (including
pre-tanning) process

- 47 H.S.
Code
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Description of Products
Raw skins of sheep or lambs (fresh, or salted,
dried, limed, pickled or other wise preserved, but
not tanned, parchment-dreesed or further
prepared), whether or not with wool on or split,
other than those excluded by note 1(c) to this
chapter:

41.02

-- Pickled:
4102.2110
ex

4102.29
4102.2910

4103.10
4103.1010

ex

4103.20
4103.2010

ex

4103.30
4103.3010

ex

4103.90
4103.9010

41.04

-- Other:
--- Having undergone a reversible tanning (including
pre-tanning) process
Other raw hides and skins (fresh, or salted, dried,
limed, pickled or other wise preserved, but not
tanned, parchment-dressed or further prepared),
whether or not dehaired or split, other than those
excluded by note 1(b) or 1(c) to this chapter:

41.03

ex

--- Having undergone a reversible tanning (including
pre-tanning) process

- Of goats or kids :
--- Having undergone a reversible tanning (including
pre-tanning) process
Of reptiles :
--- Having undergone a reversible tanning (including
pre-tanning) process
Of swine :
--- Having undergone a reversible tanning (including
pre-tanning) process
- Other :
--- Having undergone a reversible tanning (including
pre-tanning) process
Tanned or crust hides and skins of bovine
(including buffalo) or equine animals, without
hair on, whether or not split, but not further
prepared

- 48 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products

41.05

Tanned or crust skins of sheep or lambs, without
wool on, whether or not split, but not further
prepared.

41.06

Tanned or crust hides and skins of other animals,
without wool or hair on, whether or not split, but
not further prepared.

41.07

Leather further prepared after tanning or
crusting, including parchment-dressed leather, of
bovine (including buffalo) or equine animals,
without hair on, whether or not split, other than
leather of heading 41.14.

41.12

Leather further prepared after tanning or
crusting, including parchment-dressed leather, of
sheep or lamb, without wool on, whether or not
split, other than leather of heading 41.14.

41.13

Leather further prepared after tanning or
crusting, including parchment-dressed leather, of
other animals, without wool or hair on, whether
or not split, other than leather of heading 41.14.

41.14

Chamois (including combination chamois)
leather; patent leather and patent laminated
leather; metallised leather

41.15

Composition leather with a basis of leather or
leather fibre, in slabs, sheets or strip, whether or
not in rolls; parings and other waste of leather or
of composition leather, not suitable for the
manufacture of leather articles; leather dust,
powder and flour.
4115.10

42.01

Composition leather with a basis of leather or leather
fibre, in slabs, sheets or strip whether or not in rolls
Saddlery and harness for any animal (including
traces, leads, knee pads, muzzles, saddle cloths,
saddle bags, dog coats and the like), of any
material.

- 49 H.S.
Code
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Description of Products

42.02

Trunks, suit-cases, vanity-cases, executive-cases,
brief-cases, school satchels, spectacle cases,
binocular cases, camera cases, musical
instrument cases, gun cases, holsters and similar
containers; travelling-bags, insulated food or
beverages bags, toilet bags, rucksacks, handbags,
shopping-bags, wallets, purses, map-cases,
cigarette-cases, tobacco-pouches, tool bags, sports
bags, bottle-cases, jewellery boxes, powder-boxes,
cutlery cases and similar containers, of leather or
of composition leather, of sheeting of plastics, of
textile materials, of vulcanised fibre or of
paperboard, or wholly or mainly covered with
such materials or with paper.

42.03

Articles of apparel and clothing accessories, of
leather or of composition leather.

42.04

Articles of leather or of composition leather, of a
kind used in machinery or mechanical appliances
or for other technical uses.

42.05

Other articles of leather or of composition
leather.

42.06

Articles of gut (other than silk-worm gut), of
goldbeater's skin, of bladders or of tendons.

43.02

Tanned or dressed furskins (including heads,
tails, paws and other pieces or cuttings),
unassembled, or assembled (without the addition
of other materials) other than those of heading
No. 43.03.

43.03

Articles of apparel, clothing accessories and other
articles of furskin.

43.04

Artificial fur and articles thereof.

44.04

Hoopwood; split poles; piles, pickets and stakes of
wood, pointed but not sawn lengthwise; wooden
sticks, roughly trimmed but not turned, bent or
otherwise worked, suitable for the manufacture
of walking-sticks, umbrellas, tool handles or the
like; chipwood and the like.

44.05

Wood wool; wood flour.

- 50 H.S.
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Description of Products

44.06

Railway or tramway sleepers (cross-ties) of wood.

44.07

Wood sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or
peeled, whether or not planed, sanded or endjointed, of a thickness exceeding 6 mm.

44.08
Sheets for veneering (including those obtained by
slicing laminated wood), for plywood or for other
similar laminated wood and other wood, sawn
lengthwise, sliced or peeled, whether or not
planed, sanded, spliced or end-jointed, of a
thickness not exceeding 6 mm
44.09

Wood (including strips and friezes for parquet
flooring, not assembled) continuously shaped
(tongued, grooved, rebated, chamfered, Vjointed, beaded, moulded, rounded or the like)
along any of its edges, ends or faces, whether or
not planed, sanded or end-jointed.

44.10

Particle board and similar board (for example,
oriented strand board and waferboard) of wood
or other ligneous materials, whether or not
agglomerated with resins or other organic
binding substances.

44.11

Fibreboard of wood or other ligneous materials,
whether or not bonded with resins or other
organic substances.

44.12

Plywood, veneered panels and similar laminated
wood.

44.13

Densified wood, in blocks, plates, strips or profile
shapes.

44.14

Wooden frames for paintings, photographs,
mirrors or similar objects.

44.15

Packing cases, boxes, crates, drums and similar
packings, of wood; cable-drums of wood; pallets,
box pallets and other load boards, of wood; pallet
collars of wood.

44.16

Casks, barrels, vats, tubs and other coopers'
products and parts thereof, of wood, including
staves.

- 51 H.S.
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Description of Products

44.17

Tools, tool bodies, tool handles, broom or brush
bodies and handles, of wood; boot or shoe lasts
and trees, of wood.

44.18

Builders' joinery and carpentry of wood,
including cellular wood panels, assembled
parquet panels, shingles and shakes.

44.19

Tableware and kitchenware, of wood.

44.20

Wood marquetry and inlaid wood; caskets and
cases for jewellery or cutlery, and similar articles,
of wood; statuettes and other ornaments, of
wood; wooden articles of furniture not falling in
chapter 94.

44.21

Other articles of wood.

45.01

Natural cork, raw or simply prepared; waste
cork; crushed, granulated or ground cork.

45.02

Natural cork, debacked or roughly squared, or in
rectangular (including square) blocks, plates,
sheets or strip, (including sharp-edged blanks for
corks or stoppers).

45.03

Articles of natural cork.

45.04

Agglomerated cork (with or without a binding
substance) and articles of agglomerated cork.

46.01

Plaits and similar products of plaiting materials,
whether or not assembled into strips; plaiting
materials, plaits and similar products of plaiting
materials, bound together in parallel strands or
woven, in sheet form, whether or not being
finished articles (for example, mats, matting,
screens).

46.02

Basketwork, wickerwork and other articles, made
directly to shape from plaiting materials or made
up from goods of heading No. 46.01; articles of
loofah.

ex 47.01

Mechanical wood pulp.
4701.0090

- Other than coniferous

- 52 H.S.
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ex 47.02

Description of Products
Chemical wood pulp, dissolving grades.
- For the manufacture of artificial textile fibres
- Other
-- Of sulphat or soda wood pulp

4702.0039

---

Unbleached

---

Other

----

Coniferous

----

Other

-- Of bisulfite

4702.0099
47.03

---

Unbleached

---

Other

Chemical wood pulp, soda or sulphate, other than
dissolving grades.
- Unbleached

ex

4703.19
4703.1990

-- Non-coniferous
---

Other than “fluff” paste for the manufacture
of sanitary towels and paper napkins and
napkin liners for babies

- Semi-bleached or bleached
ex

4703.29
4703.2990

-- Non-coniferous
---

Other than “fluff” paste for the manufacture
of sanitary towels and paper napkins and
napkin liners for babies

Chemical wood pulp, sulphite, other than
dissolving grades.

47.04

- Unbleached
ex

4704.19

-- Non-coniferous

- 53 H.S.
Code
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4704.1990

Description of Products
---

Other than “fluff” paste for the manufacture
of sanitary towels and paper napkins and
napkin liners for babies

- Semi-bleached or bleached
ex

4704.29
4704.2990

ex 47.05

-- Non-coniferous
---

Other than “fluff” paste for the manufacture
of sanitary towels and paper napkins and
napkin liners for babies

Wood pulp obtained by a combination of
mechanical and chemical pulping processes
4705.0090

47.07

- Non-coniferous
Recovered (waste and scrap) paper or
paperboard.

4707.20

- Other paper or paperboard made mainly of
bleached chemical pulp, not coloured in the mass

4707.90

- Other, including unsorted waste and scrap

ex 48.01

Newsprint, in rolls or sheets.
4801.0090

- Other than for printing newspapers, journals and
periodicals, subject to reglementation in force
Uncoated paper and paperboard, of a kind used
for writing, printing or other graphic purposes,
and non perforated punch-cards and punch tape
paper, in rolls or rectangular (including square)
sheets, of any size, other than paper of heading No.
48.01 or 48.03; hand-made paper and paperboard.

48.02

4802.10

- Hand-made paper and paperboard
- Other paper and paperboard, not containing fibres
obtained by a mechanical or chemi-mechanical
process or of which not more than 10 % by weight
of the total fibre content consists of such fibres :

ex

4802.20

4802.2019

- Paper and paperboard of a kind used as a base for
photosensitive, heat-sensitive or electro-sensitive
paper or paperboard:
---- Other

- 54 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.
4802.2090

ex

ex

4802.30

Description of Products
--- Other
- Carbonizing base paper:

4802.3090

--- Other

4802.4000

- Wallpaper base:

4802.400010

--- Weighing per square meter of less than or equal
to 250 g

4802.400090

--- Other

4802.54

-- Weighing less than 40 g/m2

4802.55

-- Weighing 40g/m² or more but not more than
150 g/m² , in rolls

4802.56

-- Weighing 40g/m² or more but not more than
150 g/m² , in sheets with one side not exceeding
435 mm and the other side not exceeding
297 mm in the unfold state

4802.57

-- Other, weighing 40g/m² or more but not more
than 150 g/m²

4802.58

-- Weighing more than 150 g/m²
- Other paper and paperboard, of which more than
10% by weight of the total fibre content consists of
fibres obtained by a mechanical or chemimechanical process :

ex

4802.61

-- In rolls :

4802.6119

---- Other

4802.6121

---- Kraft paper and paperboard :

4802.6129

---- Other

4802.6130

---- Weighing not more than 15 g/m2 and used to
manufacture stencil paper containing mainly
bleached pulp or pulp obtained by a mechanical
process

4802.6191

----- Multi-ply paper and paperboard

4802.6192

----- For periodicals (including newspapers)

- 55 H.S.
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Description of Products

4802.6193

----- For the manufacture of cards for statistical
machines, weighing per m2 from 156 to 173 g, on
reels, imported by the manufacturers concerned and
transported direct to the factory

4802.6199

------ Other

4802.619910

------ Weighing not more than 250 g/m2

4802.619990

------ Other

4802.62

-- In sheets with one side not exceeding 435 mm and
the other side not exceeding 297 mm in the
unfolded state :

4802.6210

--- Newsprint, other that that of heading 48 01

4802.6221

---- Kraft paper and paperboard :
---- Punch card stock

ex

ex

4802.6229

---- Other

4802.6230

---- Weighing not more than 15 g/m2 and used to
manufacture stencil paper containing mainly
bleached pulp or pulp obtained by a mechanical
process

4802.6291

----- Multi-ply paper and paperboard

4802.6292

----- For periodicals (including newspapers)

4802.6293

----- For the manufacture of cards for statistical
machines, weighing per m2 from 156 to 173 g, on
reels, imported by the manufacturers concerned and
transported direct to the factory

4802.6299

------ Other

4802.629910

------ Weighing not more than 250 g/ m2

4802.629990

------ Other

4802.69
4802.6910

-- Other
--- Newsprint, other than that of heading 48 01
----Kraft paper and paperboard :

- 56 H.S.
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Description of Products

4802.6921

---- Punch card stock

4802.6929

---- Other

4802.6930

---- Weighing not more than 15 g/m2 and used to
manufacture stencil paper containing mainly
bleached pulp or pulp obtained by a mechanical
process

4802.6991

----- Multi-ply paper and paperboard

4802.6992

----- For periodicals (including newspapers)

4802.6993

----- For the manufacture of cards for statistical
machines, weighing per m2 from 156 to 173 g, on
reels, imported by the manufacturers concerned and
transported direct to the factory

4802.699910

------ Weighing not more than 250 g/ m2

4802.699990

------ Other

48.03

Toilet or facial tissue stock, towel or napkin stock
and similar paper of a kind used for household or
sanitary purposes, cellulose wadding and webs of
cellulose fibres, whether or not creped, crinkled,
embossed, perforated, surface-coloured, surfacedecorated or printed, in rolls or sheets.

48.04

Uncoated kraft paper and paperboard, in rolls or
sheets, other than that of heading No. 48.02 or
48.03.
- Kraftliner
4804.11

-- Unbleached

4804.19

-- Other
- Sack kraft paper

4804.21

-- Unbleached

4804.29

-- Other
- Other kraft paper and paperboard weighing 150
g/m² or less

ex

4804.31

-- Unbleached
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4804.3129

---

Paper for the manufacture of paper yarn (kraft
for spinning, of a weight exceeding 40 g/m2,
but not exceeding 45 g /m2, imported in rolls
by match manufacturers and shiped directly to
the place of production)

---

Other

----

Paper weighing 70 g/m2 or more, but not
more than 100 g/m2, in rolls of a minimum
weight of 500 kg, of a width of 102 cm, for
the packing industry (cement sacs),
imported by the relevant manufacturers and
shiped directly to the place of production

----

Paper weighing more than 100 g/m2, for
case industry

----

Other

4804.3131

-----

Kraft paper for electrical capacitors

4804.3132

-----

Kraft paper for electrical cables and
similar kraft papers

4804.3139

-----

Kraft paper with abrasive support

-----

Other kraft paper

4804.3140

ex

Description of Products

------

Paper weighing less than 35 g/m2

------

Paper weighing 35 g/m2 or more

4804.3151

-------

For packing

4804.3159

-------

Other

4804.3190

-----

4804.39

Kraft paperboard

-- Other
---

Paper for the manufacture of paper yarn (kraft
for spinning, of a weight exceeding 40 g/m2,
but not exceeding 45 g /m2, imported in rolls
by match manufacturers and shipped directly
to the place of production)

---

Other
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4804.3921

----

Paper weighing 70 g/m2 or more, but not
more than 100 g/m2, in rolls of a minimum
weight of 500 kg, of a width of 102 cm, for
the packing industry (cement sacs),
imported by the relevant manufacturers and
shiped directly to the place of production)

4804.3929

----

Paper weighing more than 100 g/m2, for
case industry

----

Other

4804.3931

-----

Kraft paper for electrical capacitors

4804.3932

-----

Kraft paper for electrical cables and
similar kraft papers

4804.3939

-----

Kraft paper with abrasive support

----

Other kraft paper

4804.3941

-----

Paper weighing less than 35 g/m2

4804.3949

-----

Other

4804.3990

----

Other kraft paperboard

- Other kraft paper and paperboard weighing more
than 150 g/m² but less than 225 g/m²
4804.41

-- Unbleached

4804.42

-- Bleached uniformly throughout the mass and of
which more than 95 % by weight of the total
fibre content consists of wood fibres obtained by
a chemical process

4804.49

-- Other
- Other kraft paper and paperboard weighing 225
g/m² or more

4804.51

-- Unbleached

4804.52

-- Bleached uniformly throughout the mass and of
which more than 95 % by weight of the total
fibre content consists of wood obtained by a
chemical process
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4804.59

Description of Products
-- Other
Other uncoated paper and paperboard, in rolls or
sheets, not further worked or processed than as
specified in Note 2 to this Chapter.

48.05

-

Fluting paper :

4805.11

- Semi-chemical fluting paper

4805.12

-- Straw fluting paper

4805.19

-- Other

4805.24

-- Weighing not more than 150 g/ m2
-- Multi-ply paper and paperboard

4805.2412

--- Treated, for abrasive paper

4805.2419

---- Other
---- With only one outer layer bleached:

4805.2422

--- Treated, for abrasive paper

4805.2429

--- Other
--- Having three or more layers, for which only the
two outer layers are bleached

4805.2432

--- Treated, for abrasive paper

4805.2439

--- Other
--- Other

4805.2442

--- Treated, for abrasive paper

4805.2443

--- Colored throughout the mass for laminates
weighing, per m2, 80 g or more but not more than
120 g

4805.2449

--- Other
--- Other

4805.2492

--- Treated, for abrasive paper
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4805.2493

--- Colored throughout the mass for laminates
weighing, per m2, 80 g or more but not more than
120 g

4805.2499

--- Other

4805.25

-- Weighing more than 150 g/m2
-- Multi-ply paper and paperboard
---- Each layer bleached:

4805.2512

----For the box-making industry, weighing per m2,
more than 440 g, on reels of a width of more than
two meters imported by the manufacturers
concerned and transported direct to the factory

4805.2513

---- Treated, for abrasive paper

4805.2519

---- Other

4805.2522

----For the box-making industry, weighing per m2,
more than 440 g, on reels of a width of more than
two meters imported by the manufacturers
concerned and transported direct to the factory

4805.2523

---- Treated, for abrasive paper

4805.2529

---- Other

4805.2532

----For the box-making industry, weighing per m2,
more than 440 g, on reels of a width of more than
two meters imported by the manufacturers
concerned and transported direct to the factory

4805.2533

---- Treated, for abrasive paper

4805.2539

---- Other

4805.2542

---- Treated, for abrasive paper

4805.2549

---- Other

4805.2592

---- Treated, for abrasive paper

4805.2593

----For the box-making industry, weighing per m2,
more than 440 g, on reels of a width of more than
two meters imported by the manufacturers
concerned and transported direct to the factory
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48.06

Description of Products
---- Other

4805.30

- Sulphite wrapping paper

4805.40

- Filter paper and paperboard

4805.91

-- Weighing not more than 150 g/m2

4805.9120

--- Straw paper and paperboard, including paper and
paperboard, of which the inner layer or one of the
surfaces is of straw

4805.9130

--- Treated, for abrasive paper

4805.9140

--- Colored throughout the mass for laminates
weighing, per m2, 80 g or more but not more than
120 g

4805.9190

--- Other

4805.9220

--- Straw paper and paperboard, including paper and
paperboard, of which the inner layer or one of the
surfaces is of straw

4805.9230

--- Treated, for abrasive paper

4805.9290

--- Other

4805.9320

--- Straw paper and paperboard, including paper and
paperboard, of which the inner layer or one of the
surfaces is of straw

4805.9330

----For the box-making industry, weighing per m2,
more than 440 g, on reels of a width of more than
two meters imported by the manufacturers
concerned and transported direct to the factory

4805.9340

--- Treated abrasive backing paper and paperboard,
for the manufature of abrasive paper

4805.9390

--- Other
Vegetable parchment, greaseproof papers,
tracing papers and glassine and other glazed
transparent or translucent papers, in rolls or
sheets.
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48.07

Composite paper and paperboard (made by
sticking flat layers of paper or paperboard
together with an adhesive), not surface-coated or
impregnated, whether or not internally
reinforced, in rolls or sheets.

48.08

Paper and paperboard, corrugated (with or
without glued flat surface sheets), creped,
crinkled, embossed or perforated, in rolls or
sheets, other than paper of the kind described in
heading No. 48.03.

ex

4808.10

- Corrugated paper and paperboard, whether or not
perforated
-- Simply corrugated (whether or not with covering
by gluing)

4808.1010

---

Kraft paper and cardboard

---

Other

----

4808.1028

Paper used for manufacturing of filters for
car or industrial engines, impregnated non
apparent with phenolic resins, of a thickness
of less than 710 micons and of a weight of
less than 235 g/m2, presented in rolls of
more than 30 kg, imported by the relevant
manufacturers and shipped directly to the
place of production

---- Other
-- Other

4808.1091

---

Kraft paper and cardboard

4808.1099

---

Other

4808.20

- Sack kraft paper, creped or crinkled, whether or
not embossed or perforated

4808.30

- Other kraft paper, creped or crinkled, whether or
not embossed or perforated

4808.90

- Other
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48.09

Carbon paper, self-copy paper and other copying
or transfer papers (including coated or
impregnated paper for duplicator stencils or
offset plates), whether or not printed, in rolls or
sheets.

48.10

Paper and paperboard, coated on one or both
sides with kaolin (China clay) or other inorganic
substances, with or without a binder, and with no
other coating, whether or not surface-coloured,
surface-decorated or printed, in rolls or
rectangular (including square) sheets, of any size.

48.11

Paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs
of cellulose fibres, coated, impregnated, covered,
surface-coloured, surface-decorated or printed, in
rolls or rectangular (including square) sheets, of
any size, other than goods of the kind described in
heading No. 48.03, 48.09 or 48.10.

48.12

Filter blocks, slabs and plates, of paper pulp.

48.14

Wallpaper and similar wall coverings; window
transparencies of paper.

48.15

Floor coverings on a base of paper or of
paperboard, whether or not cut to size.

48.16

Carbon paper, self-copy paper and other copying
or transfer papers (other than those of heading
No. 48.09), duplicator stencils and offset plates, of
paper, whether or not put up in boxes.

48.17

4816.10

- Carbon or similar copying papers

4816.20

- Self-copy paper

4816.90

- Other
Envelopes, letter cards, plain postcards and
correspondence cards, of paper or paperboard;
boxes, pouches, wallets and writing
compendiums, of paper or paperboard,
containing an assortment of paper stationery.
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48.18

Toilet paper and similar paper, cellulose wadding
or webs of cellulose fibres, of a kind used for
household or sanitary purposes, in rolls of a
width not exceeding 36 cm, or cut to size or
shape; handkerchiefs, cleansing tissues, towels,
tablecloths, serviettes, napkins for babies,
tampons, bed sheets and similar household,
sanitary or hospital articles, articles of apparel
and clothing accessories, of paper pulp, paper,
cellulose wadding or webs of cellulose fibres.

48.19

Cartons, boxes, cases, bags and other packing
containers, of paper, paperboard, cellulose
wadding or webs of cellulose fibres; box files,
letter trays, and similar articles, of paper or
paperboard of a kind used in offices, shops or the
like.

48.20

Registers, account books, note books, order
books, receipt books, letter pads, memorandum
pads, diaries and similar articles, exercise books,
blotting-pads, binders (loose-leaf or other),
folders, file covers, manifold business forms,
interleaved carbon sets and other articles of
stationery, of paper or paperboard; albums for
samples or for collections and book covers, of
paper or paperboard.

48.21

Paper or paperboard lables of all kinds, whether
or not printed.

48.22

Bobbins, spools, cops and similar supports of
paper pulp, paper or paperboard (whether or not
perforated or hardened).

48.23

Other paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and
webs of cellulose fibres, cut to size or shape; other
articles of paper pulp, paper, paperboard,
cellulose wadding or webs of cellulose fibres.
- Gummed or adhesive paper, in strips or rolls

ex

4823.12

-- Self-adhesive

4823.19

-- Other

4823.20

- Filter paper and paperboard
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-- In sheets other than in square or rectangular
shape or in square or rectangular shape of which
no side exceeds 36 cm or in strips of a width not
exceeding 15 cm
---

Paper used for manufacturing of filters for car
or industrial engines, impregnated non
apparent with phenolic resins, of a thickness
of less than 710 micons and of a weight of
less than 235 g/m2, presented in rolls of more
than 30 kg, imported by the relevant
manufacturers and shipped directly to the
place of production

4823.2018

--- Other

4823.2090

-- Other

4823.40

- Rolls, sheets and dials, printed for self-recording
apparatus
- Other paper and paperboard, of a kind used for
writing, printing or other graphic purposes :

ex

4823.60

- Trays, dishes, plates, cups and the like, of paper or
paperboard

4823.70

- Moulded or pressed articles of paper pulp

4823.90

- Other
-- Paper and paperboard in sheets other than in
square or rectangular shape or in square or
rectangular shape of which no side exceeds 36
cm; paper and paperboard in reels or in strips of
a width not exceeding 15 cm

ex

4823.9011

---

For capacitors

4823.9012

---

Folded strips, whether or not coated, for
basket work or other uses

4823.9015

---- Webs of cellulose fibres of a width from 140 mm
to 145 mm

4823.9016

----- Printed, embossed or perforated:

4823.9017

----- Autres :
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4823.901710

------ Paper for office machines an the like in strips
or in reels

4823.901720

------ Folded in unsewn booklets

4823.901790

----

Other

4823.9018

---

Other

-- Articles of paper pulp, paper, paperboard,
cellulose wadding or webs of cellulose fibres
---

Perforated paper and paperboard for Jacquard
and similar machines

4823.9021

----

Paper strips, not reinforced or whether or
not the interior with thin metallic sheets, not
visible, with lineage on one face; reinforced
narrow strips and perforated paperboard for
the use or the working out of perforated
cards for Jaquard and similar machines

4823.9029

----

Elaborated cards ready for use

---

Other

4823.9031

----

Spools for electric coil

4823.9032

----

Flong plates without matrix

4823.9033

----

Paper gaskets and washers and similar
articles

4823.9034

----

Conditioned filters

4823.9035

----

Cards, whether or not in strips, for machines
working with perforated cards

4823.9036

----

Patches for wallpaper and wall covering

4823.9037

----

Fans and hand screens and their mounts and
parts of mounts

4823.9039

----

Other

-- Other
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---

4823.9041

ex

----

Paper and paperboard manufactured in a
mechanical way, including cellulose wadding
and webs of cellulose fibres, not impregnated,
nor coated, nor printed, nor decorated, nor
figured
Kraft paper and paperboard

4823.904110

----- Kraftliner

4823.904133

------- Other, for laminates, weighing 140 g/m2 or
more

4823.904135

----- Other

4823.904139

----- Other

4823.904142

----- Other

4823.904149

----- Other

4823.904190

----- Other paper and paperboard weighing 225 g/m2
or more

4823.9042

---- Other paper and paperboard, not coated or
covered, not further worked as specified in
Note 2 to this Chapter :

4823.904210

----- Semi-chemical fluting paper

4823.904222

------ Treated , for abrasive paper

4823.904223

------ Couloured throughout the mass for laminates
weighing, per m², 80g or more but not more
than 120 g

4823.904229

------ Other

4823.904230

----- Sulphite wrapping paper

4823.904240

----- Filter paper and paper board

4823.904292

------ Treated , for abrasive paper

4823.904293

------ Couloured throughout the mass for laminates
weighing, per m², 80g or more but not more
than 120 g

4823.904299

------ Other
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4823.904310

----- Tracing paper

4823.904390

---- Other

4823.9044

---- Composite paper and paperboard, not coated,
covered or impregnated, whether or not
internally reinforced

4823.9045

---- Paper and paperboard, corraguated (with or
without glued surface sheet), creped, krikled,
embossed or perforated, other than paper of the
kind described in heading 4803 :

4823.904519

------ Other

4823.904521

------ Paper creped or crinkled

4823.904529

------ Other

4823.904531

------ Paper creped or crinkled

4823.904539

------ Other

4823.904590

----- Other

4823.9049

----

Other

4823.9049

---- Other paper an paperboard of a kind used for
writing, printing or other graphic purposes:

4823.904910

----- Printed, embossed or perforated

4823.904991

----- Weighing 15 g or more per m2 for the
manufacture of stencil paper

4823.904999

------

Other
Paper and paperboard creped, crinkled,
embossed or perforated, in rolls or sheets

----

Kraft paper and paperboard

4823.9051

-----

Paper creped or crinkled

4823.9059

-----

Other

4823.9061

------ Kraftpaper creped or crinkled
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4823.9069

------ Other

4823.9070

----- Other
---

Other paper or paperboard

4823.9091

----

Oiled or varnished, including tracing paper

4823.9092

----

For decalcomania

4823.9099

----

Other

49.01

Printed books, brochures, leaflets and similar
printed matter, whether or not in single sheets.
- Other

ex

4901.91
4901.9110

ex

4901.99
4901.9910

4901.9991

49.02
ex

---

Bound in natural, arificial or reconstructed
leather, in shell, ivory, natural or simulated
mother-of-pearl

-- Other
---

Containing publicity

---

Other

----

Bound in natural, arificial or reconstructed
leather, in shell, ivory, natural or simulated
mother-of-pearl

Newspapers, journals and periodicals, whether or
not illustrated or containing advertising material.
4902.10
4902.1010

ex

-- Dictionaries and encyclopaedias, and serial
instalments thereof

4902.90
4902.9010

- Appearing at least four times a week
-- Having the character of publicity
- Other
-- Having the character of publicity

49.03

Children's picture, drawing or colouring books.

ex 49.04

Music, printed or in manuscript, whether or not
bound or illustrated.
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4904.0010

- Bound in natural, arificial or reconstructed leather

ex 49.07

Unused postage, revenue or similar stamps of
current or new issue in the country in which they
have, or will have, a recognised face value; stampimpressed paper; banknotes; cheque forms;
stock, share or bond certificates and similar
documents of title.
- Postage stamps, revenue stamps and the like
- Banknotes
- Other
4907.0030

-- Signed and numbered
-- Other

4907.0099
49.08
ex

---

Stamped papers

---

Other

Transfers (decalcomanias).
4908.10

- Transfers (decalcomanias), vitrifiable
-- Having arabic characters

4908.100019

---

For industrial use

---

Other

-- Other

4908.100099
ex

4908.90

---

For industrial use

---

Other

- Other
-- Having arabic characters

4908.900019

---

For industrial use

---

Other

-- Other
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4908.900099

Description of Products
---

For industrial use

---

Other

49.09

Printed or illustrated postcards; printed cards
bearing personal greetings, messages or
announcements, whether or not illustrated, with
or without envelopes or trimmings.

49.10

Calendars of any kind, printed, including
calendar blocks.

49.11

Other printed matter, including printed pictures
and photographs.

ex

4911.10

- Trade advertising material, commercial catalogues
and the like
-- Typed (including copies made with carbon
paper)
-- Other

4911.1099

---

Tourist propaganda

---

Other

- Other

ex

4911.91

-- Pictures, designs and photographs

4911.99

-- Other

4911.9999

---

Typed (including copies made with carbon
paper)

---

Other

----

Forms for temporary admission or
international car circulation form, sent to the
tourist association in Morocco from the
parent company abroad

----

Other

51.06

Yarn of carded wool, not put up for retail sale.

51.07

Yarn of combed wool, not put up for retail sale.
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51.08

Yarn of fine animal hair (carded or combed), not
put up for retail sale.

51.09

Yarn of wool or of fine animal hair, put up for
retail sale.

51.10

Yarn of coarse animal hair or of horsehair
(including gimped horsehair yarn), whether or
not put up for retail sale.

51.11

Woven fabrics of carded wool or of carded fine
animal hair.
- Containing 85 % or more by weight of wool or of
fine animal hair

ex

5111.11

5111.1199
ex

5111.19

5111.1999
ex

5111.20

-- Of a weight not exceeding 300 g/m²
---

Elastic woven fabrics

---

Other

----

Stitched on needleloom felt or on other
fabrics, whether or not woven, of a kind
used in the manufacture of slippers

----

Other

-- Other
---

Elastic woven fabrics

---

Other

----

Stitched on needleloom felt or on other
fabrics, whether or not woven, of a kind
used in the manufacture of slippers

----

Other

- Other, mixed mainly or solely with man-made
filaments
-- Elastic woven fabrics
-- Other
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5111.2099
ex

5111.30

Description of Products
---

Stitched on needleloom felt or on other
fabrics, whether or not woven, of a kind used
in the manufacture of slippers

---

Other

- Other, mixed mainly or solely with man-made
staple fibres
-- Elastic woven fabrics
-- Other

5111.3099
ex

5111.90

---

Stitched on needleloom felt or on other
fabrics, whether or not woven, of a kind used
in the manufacture of slippers

---

Other

- Other
-- Elastic woven fabrics
-- Other

5111.9099
51.12

---

Stitched on needleloom felt or on other
fabrics, whether or not woven, of a kind used
in the manufacture of slippers

---

Other

Woven fabrics of combed wool or of combed fine
animal hair.
- Containing 85 % or more by weight of wool or of
fine animal hair

ex

5112.11

5112.1199

-- Of a weight not exceeding 200 g/m²
---

Elastic woven fabrics

---

Other

----

Stitched on needleloom felt or on other
fabrics, whether or not woven, of a kind
used in the manufacture of slippers

----

Other
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ex

5112.19

5112.1999
ex

5112.20

Description of Products
-- Other
---

Elastic woven fabrics

---

Other

----

Stitched on needleloom felt or on other
fabrics, whether or not woven, of a kind
used in the manufacture of slippers

----

Other

- Other, mixed mainly or solely with man-made
filaments
-- Elastic woven fabrics
-- Other

5112.2099
ex

5112.30

---

Stitched on needleloom felt or on other
fabrics, whether or not woven, of a kind used
in the manufacture of slippers

---

Other

- Other, mixed mainly or solely with man-made
staple fibres
-- Elastic woven fabrics
-- Other

5112.3099
ex

5112.90

---

Stitched on needleloom felt or on other
fabrics, whether or not woven, of a kind used
in the manufacture of slippers

---

Other

- Other
-- Elastic woven fabrics
-- Other

5112.9099

---

Stitched on needleloom felt or on other
fabrics, whether or not woven, of a kind used
in the manufacture of slippers

---

Other
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51.13

Woven fabrics of coarse animal hair or of
horsehair.

52.04

Cotton sewing thread, whether or not put up for
retail sale.

52.05

Cotton yarn (other than sewing thread),
containing 85 % or more by weight of cotton, not
put up for retail sale.

52.06

Cotton yarn (other than sewing thread),
containing less than 85 % by weight of cotton, not
put up for retail sale.

52.07

Cotton yarn (other than sewing thread) put up
for retail sale.

52.08

Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85 % or
more by weight of cotton, weighing not more
than 200 g/m2.

52.09

Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85 % or
more by weight of cotton, weighing more than
200 g/m2.

52.10

Woven fabrics of cotton, containing less than 85
% by weight of cotton, mixed mainly or solely
with man-made fibres, weighing not more than
200 g/m2.

52.11

Woven fabrics of cotton, containing less than 85
% by weight of cotton, mixed mainly or solely
with man-made fibres, weighing more than 200
g/m2.

52.12

Other woven fabrics of cotton.

53.06

Flax yarn.

53.07

Yarn of jute or of other textile bast fibres of
heading No. 53.03.

53.08

Yarn of other vegetable textile fibres; paper yarn.

53.09

Woven fabrics of flax.

53.10

Woven fabrics of jute or of other textile bast
fibres of heading No. 53.03.
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53.11

Woven fabrics of other vegetable textile fibres;
woven fabrics of paper yarn.

54.01

Sewing thread of man-made filaments, whether
or not put up for retail sale.

54.02

Synthetic filament yarn (other than sewing
thread), not put up for retail sale, including
synthetic monofilament of less than 67 decitex.

54.03

Artificial filament yarn (other than sewing
thread), not put up for retail sale, including
artificial monofilament of less than 67 decitex.

54.04

Synthetic monofilament of 67 decitex or more and
of which no cross-sectional dimension exceeds 1
mm; strip and the like (for example, artificial
straw) of synthetic textilematerials of an apparent
width not exceeding 5 mm.

54.05

Artificial monofilament of 67 decitex or more and
of which no cross-sectional dimension exceeds 1
mm; strip and the like (for example, artificial
straw) of artificial textile materials of an
apparent width not exceeding 5 mm.

54.06

Man-made filament yarn (other than sewing
thread), put up for retail sale.

54.07

Woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn,
including woven fabrics obtained from materials
of heading No. 54.04.

54.08

Woven fabrics of artificial filament yarn,
including woven fabrics obtained from materials
of heading No. 54.05.

55.08

Sewing thread of man-made staple fibres,
whether or not put up for retail sale.

55.09

Yarn (other than sewing thread) of synthetic
staple fibres, not put up for retail sale.

55.10

Yarn (other than sewing thread) of artificial
staple fibres, not put up for retail sale.

55.11

Yarn (other than sewing thread) of man-made
staple fibres, put up for retail sale.
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55.12

Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres,
containing 85 % or more by weight of synthetic
staple fibres.

55.13

Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres,
containing less than 85 % by weight of such
fibres, mixed mainly or solely with cotton, of a
weight not exceeding 170 g/m².

55.14

Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres,
containing less than 85 % by weight of such
fibres, mixed mainly or solely with cotton, of a
weight exceeding 170 g/m².

55.15

Other woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres.

55.16

Woven fabrics of artificial staple fibres.

56.01

Wadding of textile materials and articles thereof;
textile fibres, not exceeding 5 mm in length
(flock), textile dust and mill neps.

ex

5601.10

- Sanitary towels and tampons, napkins and napkin
liners for babies and similar sanitary articles, of
wadding

5601.1010

-- Tampons, consisting of a piece of wadding,
whether or not with knitted or loosely woven
open-work covering

5601.1090

-- Other
- Wadding; other articles of wadding

5601.21

-- Of cotton

5601.22

-- Of man-made fibres

5601.29

-- Other

56.02

Felt, whether or not impregnated, coated, covered
or laminated.

56.03

Nonwovens, whether or not impregnated, coated,
covered or laminated.
- Of man-made filaments :

ex

5603.11

-- Weighing not more than 25 g/m²
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---

Products containing at least 50 % of textile
fibres, not impregnated, coated, covered or
laminated, for the manufacture of bituminised
paper and paperboard (products called
bitumen felt or roofing felt)

---

Other, in the piece or simply cut to square or
rectangular shap

5603.1121

----

5603.1123

---- Other, of polyvinyl alcohol fibers

5603.1127

---- Other

5603.1190

---

5603.12
5603.1210

ex

Description of Products

Coated

Other

-- Weighing more than 25 g/m² but not more than
70 g/m²
---

Products containing at least 50 % of textile
fibres, not impregnated, coated, covered or
laminated, for the manufacture of bituminised
paper and paperboard (products called
bitumen felt or roofing felt)

---

Other, in the piece or simply cut to square or
rectangular shape

5603.1221

----

5603.1223

---- Other, of polyvinyl alcohol fibers

5603.1227

---- Other

5603.1290

---

5603.13
5603.1310

Coated

Other

-- Weighing more than 70 g/m² but not more than
150 g/m²
---

Products containing at least 50 % of textile
fibres, not impregnated, coated, covered or
laminated, for the manufacture of bituminised
paper and paperboard (products called
bitumen felt or roofing felt)

---

Other, in the piece or simply cut to square or
rectangular shape
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5603.1321

----

5603.1323

---- Other, of polyvinyl alcohol fibers

5603.1327

---- Other

5603.1390

---

5603.14
5603.1410

Coated

Other

-- Weighing more than 150 g/m²
---

Products containing at least 50 % of textile
fibres, not impregnated, coated, covered or
laminated, for the manufacture of bituminised
paper and paperboard (products called
bitumen felt or roofing felt)

---

Other, in the piece or simply cut to square or
rectangular shape

5603.1421

----

Coated

5603.1429

----

Other

5603.1490

---

Other

- Other
ex

5603.91
5603.9110

ex

-- Weighing not more than 25 g/m²
---

Products containing at least 50 % of textile
fibres, not impregnated, coated, covered or
laminated, for the manufacture of bituminised
paper and paperboard (products called
bitumen felt or roofing felt)

---

Other, in the piece or simply cut to square or
rectangular shape

5603.9121

----

5603.9123

Adding new ex.

5603.9127

----

5603.9190

---

5603.92

Coated

Other
Other

-- Weighing more than 25 g/m² but not more than
70 g/m²
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5603.9210

ex

---

Products containing at least 50 % of textile
fibres, not impregnated, coated, covered or
laminated, for the manufacture of bituminised
paper and paperboard (products called
bitumen felt or roofing felt)

---

Other, in the piece or simply cut to square or
rectangular shape

5603.9221

----

Coated

5603.9229

----

Other

5603.9290

---

5603.93
5603.9310

ex

Description of Products

Other

-- Weighing more than 70 g/m² but not more than
150 g/m²
---

Products containing at least 50 % of textile
fibres, not impregnated, coated, covered or
laminated, for the manufacture of bituminised
paper and paperboard (products called
bitumen felt or roofing felt)

---

Other, in the piece or simply cut to square or
rectangular shape

5603.9321

----

Coated

5603.9329

----

Other

5603.9390

---

5603.94
5603.9410

Other

-- Weighing more than 150 g/m²
---

Products containing at least 50 % of textile
fibres, not impregnated, coated, covered or
laminated, for the manufacture of bituminised
paper and paperboard (products called
bitumen felt or roofing felt)

---

Other, in the piece or simply cut to square or
rectangular shape

5603.9421

----

Coated

5603.9429

----

Other

5603.9490

---

Other
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56.04

ex

Description of Products
Rubber thread and cord, textile covered; textile
yarn, and strip and the like of heading No. 54.04
or 54.05, impregnated, coated, covered or
sheathed with rubber or plastics.

5604.10

- Rubber thread and cord, textile covered

5604.20

- High tenacity yarn of polyesters, of nylon or other
polyamides or of viscose rayon, impregnated or
coated

5604.90

- Other

5604.9010

-- Coated or impregnated with natural or synthetic
rubber, not vulcanised

5604.9020

-- Coated or impregnated with vulcanised rubber
-- Other

5604.9049

---

Imitation cutgut, manufactured from silk yarn

---

Monofilaments, strips and the like of no 54.04
and 54.05 and imitation cutgut of man-made
textile materials

----

Monofilaments of synthetic filament yarn

----

Other

---

Yarn of flax or ramie

5604.9051

----

Presented on cards, reels, tubes or similar
supports, in balls, hanks, of a weight not
exceeding 200 g (support included)

5604.9053

----

Presented in hanks or skeins, hanks or
skeins comprising several smaller hanks or
skeins, of a weight not exceeding 125 g

5604.9059

----

Other

5604.9060

---

Yarn of true hemp

---

Coconut yarn

---

Paper yarn

---

Other

5604.9090
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56.05

Metallised yarn, whether or not gimped, being
textile yarn, or strip or the like of heading No.
54.04 or 54.05, combined with metal in the form
of thread, strip or powder or covered with metal.

56.06

Gimped yarn, and strip and the like of heading
No. 54.04 or 54.05, gimped (other than those of
heading No. 56.05 and gimped horsehair yarn);
chenille yarn (including flock chenille yarn); loop
wale-yarn.

56.07

Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, whether or not
plaited or braided and whether or not
impregnated, coated, covered or sheathed with
rubber or plastics.

56.08

Knotted netting of twine, cordage or rope; made
up fishing nets and other made up nets, of textile
materials.
- Of man-made textile materials

ex

5608.11

5608.1190

ex

-- Made up fishing nets
---

Of yarn, twine or cordage and ropes

---

Other

5608.19

-- Other

5608.90

- Other
-- Nettings made of twine, cordage or ropes, made
up fishing nets made of twine, cordage or ropes
------

5608.901090

5608.902090

Fishing nets
Of vegetable textile materials

-----

Other than made up

----

Of other textile materials

-----

Other than made up

5608.9030

---

Other

5608.9090

-- Other
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56.09

Articles of yarn, strip or the like of heading No.
54.04 or 54.05, twine, cordage, rope or cables, not
elsewhere specified or included.

57.01

Carpets and other textile floor coverings, knotted,
whether or not made up.

57.02

Carpets and other textile floor coverings, woven,
not tufted or flocked, whether or not made up,
including "Kelem", "Schumacks", "Karamanie"
and similar hand-woven rugs.

57.03

Carpets and other textile floor coverings, tufted,
whether or not made up.

57.04

Carpets and other textile floor coverings, of felt,
not tufted or flocked, whether or not made up.

57.05

Other carpets and other textile floor coverings,
whether or not made up.

58.01

Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics, other
than fabrics of heading No. 58.02 or 58.06.
5801.10

- Of wool or fine animal hair
- Of cotton

5801.21

-- Uncut weft pile fabrics

5801.22

-- Cut corduroy

5801.23

-- Other weft pile fabrics

5801.24

-- Warp pile fabrics, épinglé (uncut)

5801.25

-- Warp pile fabrics, cut

5801.26

-- Chenille fabrics
- Of man-made fibres

5801.31

-- Uncut weft pile fabrics

5801.32

-- Cut corduroy

5801.33

-- Other weft pile fabrics

5801.34

-- Warp pile fabrics, épinglé (uncut)
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5801.35

-- Warp pile fabrics, cut

5801.36

-- Chenille fabrics

5801.90

- Of other textile materials

58.02

Terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics,
other than narrow fabrics of heading No. 58.06;
tufted textile fabrics, other than products of
heading No. 57.03.
- Terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics, of
cotton
5802.11

-- Unbleached

5802.19

-- Other

5802.20

- Terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics, of
other textile materials

5802.30

- Tufted textile fabrics
Gauze, other than narrow fabrics of heading
No. 58.06.

58.03
5803.10

- Of cotton

5803.90

- Of other textile materials

58.04

Tulles and other net fabrics, not including woven,
knitted or crocheted fabrics; lace in the piece, in
strips or in motifs, other than fabrics of heading
No. 60.02 to 60.06.
5804.10

- Tulles and other net fabrics
- Mechanically made lace

58.05

5804.21

-- Of man-made fibres

5804.29

-- Of other textile materials

5804.30

- Hand-made lace
Hand-woven tapestries of the type Gobelins,
Flanders, Aubusson, Beauvais and the like, and
needle-worked tapestries (for example, petit
point, cross stitch), whether or not made up.
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58.06

Description of Products
Narrow woven fabrics, other than goods of
heading No. 58.07; narrow fabrics consisting of
warp without weft assembled by means of an
adhesive (bolducs).

5806.10

- Woven pile fabrics (including terry towelling and
similar terry fabrics) and chenille fabrics

5806.20

- Other woven fabrics, containing by weight 5 % or
more of elastomeric yarn or rubber thread
- Other woven fabrics

5806.31

-- Of cotton

5806.32

-- Of man-made fibres

5806.39

-- Of other textile materials

5806.40

- Fabrics consisting of warp without weft assembled
by means of an adhesive (bolducs)

58.07

Labels, badges and similar articles of textile
materials, in the piece, in strips or cut to shape or
size, not embroidered.
5807.10

- Woven

5807.90

- Other
Braids in the piece; ornamental trimmings in the
piece, without embroidery, other than knitted or
crocheted; tassels, pompons and similar articles.

58.08

5808.10

- Braids in the piece

5808.90

- Other

58.09

Woven fabrics of metal thread and woven fabrics
of metallised yarn of heading No. 56.05, of a kind
used in apparel, as furnishing fabrics or for
similar purposes, not elsewhere specified or
included.

58.10

Embroidery in the piece, in strips or in motifs.
5810.10

- Embroidery without visible ground
- Other embroidery
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5810.91

-- Of cotton

5810.92

-- Of man-made fibres

5810.99

-- Of other textile materials

59.01

Textile fabrics coated with gum or amylaceous
substances, of a kind used for the outer covers of
books or the like; tracing cloth; prepared
painting canvas; buckram and similar stiffened
textile fabrics of a kind used for hat foundations.

59.02

Tyre cord fabric of high tenacity yarn of nylon or
other polyamides, polyesters or viscose rayon.

ex

5902.10

- Of nylon or other polyamides
--

ex

5902.1020

-- Rubberised

5902.1090

-- Other

5902.20

- Of polyesters
--

ex

Of plain-weave having a warp layer of parallel
filament or monofilament yarns and held in
place by a transparent holding weft consisting
of a maximum of 13 yarns in a linear decimeter,
whether or not dipped, but not impregnated or
coated

Of plain-weave having a warp layer of parallel
filament or monofilament yarns and held in
place by a transparent holding weft consisting
of a maximum of 13 yarns in a linear decimeter,
whether or not dipped, but not impregnated or
coated

5902.2020

-- Rubberised

5902.2090

-- Other

5902.90

- Other
--

Of plain-weave having a warp layer of parallel
filament or monofilament yarns and held in
place by a transparent holding weft consisting
of a maximum of 13 yarns in a linear decimeter,
whether or not dipped, but not impregnated or
coated
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5902.9020

-- Rubberised

5902.9090

-- Other
Textile fabrics impregnated, coated, covered or
laminated with plastics, other than those of
heading No. 59.02.

59.03

ex

Description of Products

5903.10

- With poly(vinyl chloride)
-- Of monofilaments, yarns or strips of chapter 54,
dipped, used in the manufacture of conveyor or
transmission belts

5903.1090
ex

5903.20

-- Other
- With polyurethane
-- Of monofilaments, yarns or strips of chapter 54,
dipped, used in the manufacture of conveyor or
transmission belts

ex

5903.2090

-- Other

5903.90

- Other
-- Of monofilaments, yarns or strips of chapter 54,
dipped, used in the manufacture of conveyor or
transmission belts

5903.9090

-- Other

59.04

Linoleum, whether or not cut to shape; floor
coverings consisting of a coating or covering
applied on a textile backing, whether or not cut to
shape.

59.05

Textile wall coverings.

59.06

Rubberised textile fabrics, other than those of
heading No. 59.02.
5906.10

- Adhesive tape of a width not exceeding 20 cm
- Other

ex

5906.91

-- Knitted or crocheted

5906.99

-- Other
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5906.9990
ex 59.07

Description of Products
---

Of monofilaments, yarns or strips of chapter
54, dipped, used in the manufacture of
conveyor or transmission belts

---

Transparent cloth and strip of single
polyamide yarn, dipped, of a width not
exceeding 165 cm, of a weight of more than
80 g/m2, but not exceeding 300 g

---

Other

Textile fabrics otherwise impregnated, coated or
covered; painted canvas being theatrical scenery,
studio back-cloths or the like.
- Of monofilaments, yarns or strips of chapter 54,
dipped, used in the manufacture of conveyor or
transmission belts
5907.0020

- Oilcloth and other textile fabrics coated or
impregnated with oil or preparations with basis of
drying oil

5907.0090

- Textile fabrics otherwise impregnated, coated or
covered; painted canvas being theatrical scenery,
studio back-cloths or the like

60.01

Pile fabrics, including "long pile" fabrics and
terry fabrics, knitted or crocheted.

60.02

Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width not
exceeding 30 cm, containing by weight 5 % or
more of elastomeric yarn or rubber thread, other
than those of heading 60.01.

6003

Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width not
exceeding 30 cm, other than those of heading
60.01 or 60.02.

6004

Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width exceeding
30 cm, containing by weight 5 % or more of
elastomeric yarn or rubber thread, other than
those of heading 60.01.

6005

Warp knit fabrics (including those made on
galloon knitting machines), other than those of
headings 60.01 to 60.04.
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6006

Other knitted or crocheted fabrics.

61.01

Men's or boys' overcoats, car-coats, capes, cloaks,
anoraks (including ski-jackets), wind-cheaters,
wind-jackets and similar articles, knitted or
crocheted, other than those of heading No. 61.03.

61.02

Women's or girls' overcoats, car-coats, capes,
cloaks, anoraks (including ski-jackets),
wind-cheaters, wind- jackets and similar articles,
knitted or crocheted, other than those of heading
No. 61.04.

61.03

Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers,
trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and
shorts (other than swimwear), knitted or
crocheted.

61.04

Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, jackets,
blazers, dresses, skirts, divided skirts, trousers,
bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts (other
than swimwear), knitted or crocheted.

61.05

Men's or boys' shirts, knitted or crocheted.

61.06

Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirtblouses, knitted or crocheted.

61.07

Men's or boys' underpants, briefs, nightshirts,
pyjamas, bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar
articles, knitted or crocheted.

61.08

Women's or girls' slips, petticoats, briefs, panties,
nightdresses, pyjamas, négligés, bathrobes,
dressing gowns and similar articles, knitted or
crocheted.

61.09

T-shirts, singlets and other vests, knitted or
crocheted.

61.10

Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waist-coats and
similar articles, knitted or crocheted.

61.11

Babies' garments and clothing accessories,
knitted or crocheted.

61.12

Track suits, ski suits and swimwear, knitted or
crocheted.
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61.13

Garments, made up of knitted or crocheted
fabrics of heading No. 59.03, 59.06 or 59.07.

61.14

Other garments, knitted or crocheted.

61.15

Panty hose, tights, stockings, socks and other
hosiery, including stockings for varicose veins
and footwear without applied soles, knitted or
crocheted.
- Panty hose and tights
6115.11

-- Of synthetic fibres, measuring per single yarn
less than 67 decitex

6115.12

-- Of synthetic fibres, measuring per single yarn
67 decitex or more

6115.19

-- Of other textile materials

6115.20

- Women's full-length or knee-length hosiery,
measuring per single yarn less than 67 decitex
- Other

ex

6115.91
6115.9110

6115.9199
ex

6115.92
6115.9210

6115.9299
ex

6115.93
6115.9310

-- Of wool or fine animal hair
---

Knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberised

---

Other

----

Stockings for varicose veins

----

Other

-- Of cotton
---

Knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberised

---

Other

----

Stockings for varicose veins

----

Other

-- Of synthetic fibres
---

Knitted or crocheted, not elastic or rubberised
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---

6115.9399
ex

6115.99
6115.9910

6115.9999

Other

----

Stockings for varicose veins

----

Other

-- Of other textile materials
---

Knitted or crocheted, not elastic or rubberised

---

Other

----

Stockings for varicose veins

----

Other

61.16

Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or crocheted.

61.17

Other made up clothing accessories, knitted or
crocheted; knitted or crocheted parts of garments
or of clothing accessories.

62.01

Men's or boys' overcoats, car-coats, capes, cloaks,
anoraks (including ski-jackets), wind-cheaters,
wind-jackets and similar articles, other than
those of heading No. 62.03.

62.02

Women's or girls' overcoats, car-coats, capes,
cloaks, anoraks (including ski-jackets), windcheaters, wind-jackets and similar articles, other
than those of heading No. 62.04.

62.03

Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers,
trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and
shorts (other than swimwear).

62.04

Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, jackets,
blazers, dresses, skirts, divided skirts, trousers,
bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts (other
than swimwear).

62.05

Men's or boys' shirts.

62.06

Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirtblouses.

62.07

Men's or boys' singlets and other vests,
underpants, briefs, nightshirts, pyjamas,
bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar articles.
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62.08

Women's or girls' singlets and other vests, slips,
petticoats, briefs, panties, nightdresses, pyjamas,
négligés, bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar
articles.

62.09

Babies' garments and clothing accessories.

62.10

Garments, made up of fabrics of heading No.
56.02, 56.03, 59.03, 59.06 or 59.07.

62.11

Track suits, ski suits and swimwear; other
garments

62.12

Brassières, girdles, corsets, braces, suspenders,
garters and similar articles and parts thereof,
whether or not knitted or crocheted.

62.13

Handkerchiefs.

62.14

Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the
like.
6214.20

- Of wool or fine animal hair

6214.30

- Of synthetic fibres

6214.40

- Of artificial fibres

6214.90

- Of other textile materials

62.15

Ties, bow ties and cravats.
6215.20

- Of man-made fibres

6215.90

- Of other textile materials

62.16

Gloves, mittens and mitts.

62.17

Other made up clothing accessories; parts of
garments or of clothing accessories, other than
those of heading No. 62.12.

63.01

Blankets and travelling rugs.

63.02

Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen
linen.

63.03

Curtains (including drapes) and interior blinds;
curtain or bed valances.
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63.04

Other furnishing articles, excluding those of
heading No. 94.04.

63.05

Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing of
goods.

63.06

Tarpaulins, awnings and sunblinds; tents; sails
for boats, sailboards or landcraft; camping goods.

63.07

Other made up articles, including dress patterns.

63.08

Sets consisting of woven fabric and yarn, whether
or not with accessories, for making up into rugs,
tapestries, embroidered table cloths or serviettes,
or similar textile articles, put up in packings for
retail sale.

63.10

Used or new rags, scrap twine, cordage, rope and
cables and worn out articles of twine, cordage,
rope or cables, of textile materials.

ex

6310.10
6310.1090

ex

6310.90
6310.9090

- Sorted
-- Other than for the manufacture of industrial
goods or for industrial wipers
- Other
-- Other than for the manufacture of industrial
goods or for industrial wipers

64.01

Waterproof footwear with outer soles and uppers
of rubber or of plastics, the uppers of which are
neither fixed to the sole nor assembled by
stitching, riveting, nailing, screwing, plugging or
similar processes.

64.02

Other footwear with outer soles and uppers of
rubber or plastics.

64.03

Footwear with outer soles of rubber, plastics,
leather or composition leather and uppers of
leather.

64.04

Footwear with outer soles of rubber, plastics,
leather or composition leather and uppers of
textile materials.

64.05

Other footwear.
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64.06

Parts of footwear (including uppers whether or
not attached to soles other than outer soles);
removable in-soles, heel cushions and similar
articles; gaiters, leggings and similar articles, and
parts thereof.

65.01

Hat-forms, hat bodies and hoods of felt, neither
blocked to shape nor with made brims; plateaux
and manchons (including slit manchons), of felt.

65.02

Hat-shapes, plaited or made by assembling strips
of any material, neither blocked to shape, nor
with made brims, nor lined, nor trimmed.

65.03

Felt hats and other felt headgear, made from the
hat bodies, hoods or plateaux of heading No.
65.01, whether or not lined or trimmed.

65.04

Hats and other headgear, plaited or made by
assembling strips of any material, whether or not
lined or trimmed.

65.05

Hats and other headgear, knitted or crocheted, or
made up from lace, felt or other textile fabric, in
the piece (but not in strips), whether or not lined
or trimmed; hair-nets of any material, whether or
not lined or trimmed.

65.06

Other headgear, whether or not lined or
trimmed.

65.07

Head-bands, linings, covers, hat foundations, hat
frames, peaks and chinstraps, for headgear.

66.01

Umbrellas and sun umbrellas (including walkingstick umbrellas, garden umbrellas and similar
umbrellas).
6601.10

68.01

- Garden or similar umbrellas
Setts, curbstones and flagstones, of natural stone
(except slate).
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68.02

Worked monumental or building stone (except
slate) and articles thereof, other than goods of
heading No. 68.01; mosaic cubes and the like, of
natural stone (including slate), whether or not on
a backing; artificially coloured granules,
chippings and powder, of natural stone (including
slate).

68.03

Worked slate and articles of slate or of
agglomerated slate.

68.04

Millstones, grindstones, grinding wheels and the
like, without frameworks, for grinding,
sharpening, polishing, trueing or cutting, hand
sharpening or polishing stones, and parts thereof,
of natural stone, of agglomerated natural or
artificial abrasives, or of ceramics, with or
without parts of other materials.

68.05

Natural or artificial abrasive powder or grain, on
a base of textile material, of paper, of paperboard
or of other materials, whether or not cut to shape
or sewn or otherwise made up.

68.06

Slag wool, rock wool and similar mineral wools;
exfoliated vermiculite, expanded clays, foamed
slag and similar expanded mineral materials;
mixtures and articles of heat-insulating, soundinsulating or sound-absorbing mineral materials,
other than those of heading No. 68.11 or 68.12 or
of Chapter 69.
6806.10

- Slag wool, rock wool and similar mineral wools
(including intermixtures thereof), in bulk, sheets
or rolls
- Exfoliated vermiculite, expanded clays, foamed
slag and similar expanded mineral materials
(including intermixtures thereof)

6806.90
68.07

- Other
Articles of asphalt or of similar material (for
example, petroleum bitumen or coal tar pitch).
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68.08

Panels, boards, tiles, blocks and similar articles of
vegetable fibre, of straw or of shavings, chips,
particles,
Sawdust or other waste, of wood, agglomerated
with cement, plaster or other mineral binders.

68.09

Articles of plaster or of compositions based on
plaster.

68.10

Articles of cement, of concrete or of artificial
stone, whether or not reinforced.

68.11

Articles of asbestos-cement, of cellulose fibrecement or the like.

68.12

Fabricated asbestos fibres; mixtures with a basis
of asbestos or with a basis of asbestos and
magnesium carbonate; articles of such mixtures
or of asbestos (for example, thread, woven fabric,
clothing, headgear, footwear, gaskets), whether or
not reinforced, other than goods of heading No.
68.11 or 68.13.

68.13

Friction material and articles thereof (for
example, sheets, rolls, strips, segments, discs,
washers, pads), not
Mounted, for brakes, for clutches or the like, with
a basis of asbestos, of other mineral substances or
of cellulose, whether or not combined with textile
or other materials.

68.14

Worked mica and articles of mica, including
agglomerated or reconstituted mica, whether or
not on a support of paper, paperboard or other
materials.

68.15

Articles of stone or of other mineral substances
(including carbon fibres, articles of carbon fibres
and articles of peat), not elsewhere specified or
included.
6815.20

- Articles of peat
- Other articles

6815.91

-- Containing magnesite, dolomite or chromite

6815.99

-- Other
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6815.9910

---

Growing jars of truncated form like plant
pots, of cellulosic fibres of wood, of vegetable
materials formed to a complete fertilizer, of
diverse artificial fertilizer and of peat, used
for transporting and planting of plants

6815.9990

---

Other

69.01

Bricks, blocks, tiles and other ceramic goods of
siliceous fossil meals (for example, kieselguhr,
tripolite or diatomite) or of similar siliceous
earths.

69.02

Refractory bricks, blocks, tiles and similar
refractory ceramic constructional goods, other
than those of siliceous fossil meals or similar
siliceous earths.
6902.20

- Containing by weight more than 50 % of alumina
(Al2O3), of silica (SiO2) or of a mixture or
compound of these products

6902.90

- Other
Other refractory ceramic goods (for example,
retorts, crucibles, muffles, nozzles, plugs,
supports, cupels, tubes, pipes, sheaths and rods),
other than those of siliceous fossil meals or of
similar siliceous earths.

69.03

6903.20

- Containing by weight more than 50 % of alumina
(Al2O3) or of a mixture or compound of alumina
and of silica (SiO2)

6903.90

- Other

69.04

Ceramic building bricks, flooring blocks, support
or filler tiles and the like.

69.05

Roofing tiles, chimney-pots, cowls, chimney
liners, architectural ornaments and other ceramic
constructional goods.

69.06

Ceramic pipes, conduits, guttering and pipe
fittings.

69.07

Unglazed ceramic flags and paving, hearth or
wall tiles; unglazed ceramic mosaic cubes and the
like, whether or noton a backing.
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69.08

Glazed ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall
tiles; glazed ceramic mosaic cubes and the like,
whether or not on a backing.

69.10

Ceramic sinks, wash basins, wash basin pedestals,
baths, bidets, water closet pans, flushing cisterns,
urinals and similar sanitary fixtures.

69.11

Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles
and toilet articles, of porcelain or china.

69.12

Ceramic tableware, kitchenware, other household
articles and toilet articles, other than of porcelain
or china.

69.13

Statuettes and other ornamental ceramic articles.

70.07

Safety glass, consisting of toughened (tempered)
or laminated glass.

70.09

Glass mirrors, whether or not framed, including
rear-view mirrors.

70.10

Carboys, bottles, flasks, jars, pots, phials,
ampoules and other containers, of glass, of a kind
used for the conveyance or packing of goods;
preserving jars of glass; stoppers, lids and other
closures, of glass.

ex

7010.10

- Ampoules

7010.20

- Stoppers, lids and other closures

7010.90

- Other

7010.9011

----- For packing, for retail sale, pharmaceutical
goods manufactured in Morocco by Stateapproved manufacturers, imported by or for the
manufacturers concerned, and transported direct
to their factories (proof of use and inventory
figures may be requested at a later date)

7010.9012

----- For preserving human blood and plasma,
imported by or for the National Blood
Transfusion Center

7010.9013

----- Of glass having a low coefficient of expension

7010.9014

------ Not cut, frosted, engraved or decorated
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7010.9019

---- Other

7010.9021

----- For packing, for retail sale, pharmaceutical
goods manufactured in Morocco by Stateapproved manufacturers, imported by or for
the manufacturers concerned, and transported
direct to their factories (proof of use and
inventory figures may be requested at a later
date)

7010.9022

----- For preserving human blood and plasma,
imported by or for the National Blood
Transfusion Center

7010.9023

----- Of glass having a low coefficient of expension

7010.9024

---- Other

7010.9029

--- Other
---

Carboys, bottles, flasks, jars, pots, phials for
tablets and other containers of a kind used for
the conveyance or packing of goods

----

Of neutral glass, not engraved nor subjected
to obscuring processes, only decorated by
moulding

----

For retail sale packaging of pharmaceutical
products, imported on behalf of concerned
industries

----

For conservation of blood or human plasma,
imported on behalf of the National Blood
Transfusion Center

7010.9033

----

Of ordinary glass, not cut, ground or
decorated otherwise than by moulding,
solely for packing pharmaceutical goods
imported by or for the professionals
concerned, for the purpose of honouring
existing contracts

7010.9034

----- Of glass having a low coefficient of expension

7010.9035

---- Other

7010.9039

---- Other
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7010.9093

----- Of ordinary glass, not cut, ground or decorated
otherwise than by moulding, solely for packing
pharmaceutical goods imported by or for the
professionals concerned, for the purpose of
honouring existing contracts

7010.9094

----- Of glass having a low coefficient of expension

7010.9095

---- Other

7010.9099

---- Other

70.13

Glassware of a kind used for table, kitchen, toilet,
office, indoor decoration or similar purposes
(other than that of heading No. 70.10 or 70.18).

70.20

Other articles of glass.

72.10

Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of
a width of 600 mm or more, clad, plated or
coated.
7210.20

- Plated or coated with lead, including terne-plate
- Electrolytically plated or coated with zinc
- Otherwise plated or coated with zinc

7210.41

-- Corrugated

7210.49

-- Other

7210.70

- Painted, varnished or coated with plastics

7210.90

- Other

72.12

Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of
a width of less than 600 mm, clad, plated or
coated.
- Electrolytically plated or coated with zinc

ex

7212.30

- Otherwise plated or coated with zinc

7212.40

- Painted, varnished or coated with plastics
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7212.4010

-- Of steel containing by weight 0,6 % or more of
carbon, with a content of either sulphur or
phosphorus of less than 0,04 % by weight each,
and not exceeding 0,07 % together

7212.4020

-- Other , called “magnetic”
-- Other

7212.4039

---

Of a maximum width of 500 mm and of a
maximum thickness not exceeding 6 mm but
not more than one-tenth of the width

----

Peinted, varnished, plated or coated with
plastics, whether or not corrugated, but not
further worked

----

Other

---

ex

Other

7212.4091

----

Painted, varnished or coated with plastics,
whether or not corrugated, but not further
worked

7212.4099

----

Other

7212.50

- Otherwise plated or coated
-- Of steel containing by weight 0,6 % or more of
carbon, with a content of either sulphur or
phosphorus of less than 0,04 % by weight each,
and not exceeding 0,07 % together
-- Other , called “magnetic”
-- Other
---

----

Of a maximum width of 500 mm and of a
maximum thickness not exceeding 6 mm but
not more than one tenth of the width
Plated or coated, whether or not corrugated,
but not furhter worked

-----

Plated with precious metals

-----

Enameled
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7212.5040

Description of Products
-----

Leaded

-----

Other: (copper plated, artificially
oxidized, nickel plated, parkerised, printed
etc.)

------

Other

7212.5051

----

Plated or coated with lead, with a plane
surface, but not further worked, of a width
of less than 0,5 mm

7212.5052

----

Plated or coated with lead, corrugated, but
not further worked, of a width of less than
0,5 mm

7212.5059

----

Other, plated or coated with lead, whether or
not corrugated, but not further worked

----

Otherwise plated or coated, whether or not
corrugated, but not further worked

7212.5063

7212.5090
ex

Other

7212.60

-----

Plated with precious metals

-----

Enameled

-----

Plated or coated with chromium and
printed

-----

Plated or coated with chromium

-----

Other

----

Other

- Claded
-- Of steel containing by weight 0,6 % or more of
carbon, with a content of either sulphur or
phosphorus of less than 0,04 % by weight each,
and not exceeding 0,07 % together
-- Other
---

Of a maximum width of 500 mm and of a
maximum thickness not exceeding 6 mm but
not more than one-tenth of the width
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7212.6030

Description of Products
----

Claded, whether or not corrugated, but not
further worked

----

Other

---

7212.6099
72.13
ex

Other

----

Claded, whether or not corrugated, but not
further worked

----

Other

Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound
coils, of iron or non-alloy steel.
7213.10

- Containing indentations, ribs, grooves or other
deformations produced during the rolling process

7213.1090

-- Other than having a cross-section in the form of
a flattened circle or of a modified rectangle
- Other

ex

7213.91

-- Of circular cross-section measuring less than 14
mm in diameter
---

7213.9190
72.14

ex

Containing by weight less than 0,6 % of
carbon

----

With a diameter of less than 5,5 mm,
containing by weight 0,08 % or less of
carbon, under condition that the content of
sulphur and of phosphorus is less than 0,03
% by weight each, and not exceeding 0,05
% together

----

Other

Other bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel, not
further worked than forged, hot-rolled, hotdrawn or hot-extruded, but including those
twisted after rolling.
7214.20

- Containing indentations, ribs, grooves or other
deformations produced during the rolling process
or twisted after rolling
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-- Other than having a cross-section in the form of
a flattened circle or of a modified rectangle
- Other

ex

7214.99

7214.9991
72.15
ex

-- Other
---

Other than having a cross-section in the form of
a flattened circle

---

Reinforcing bars or rods

Other bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel.
7215.50

- Other, not further worked than cold-formed or
cold-finished
-- Having a cross-section in the form of a flattened
circle or of a modified rectangle

ex

---

Of steel containing by weight 0,6 % or more
of carbon, with a content of either sulphur or
phosphorus of less than 0,04 % by weight
each, and not exceeding 0,07 % together

---

Other

7215.5021

----

Not exceeding the maximum cross-section
of 13 mm, drawn

7215.5029

----

Other

7215.90

- Other
-- Having a cross-section in the form of a flattened
circle or of a modified rectangle:

7215.9019
72.17
ex

---

Of steel containing by weight 0,6 % or more
of carbon, with a content of either sulphur or
phosphorus of less than 0,04 % by weight
each, and not exceeding 0,07 % together

---

Other

Wire of iron or non-alloy steel.
7217.10

- Not plated or coated, whether or not polished
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-- Of steel containing by weight 0,6 % or more of
carbon, with a content of either sulphur or
phosphorus of less than 0,04 % by weight each,
and not exceeding 0,07 % together
-- Other, of a diameter exceeding 4 mm but not
exceeding 6,5 mm, of a carbon content less than
0,17 %, of a manganese content less than 0,5 %,
of a sulphur content not exceeding 0,02 %, of a
phosphorus content not exceeding 0.02 %, of a
silicium content not exceeding 0,05 %

7217.1090
ex

7217.20

-- Other
- Plated or coated with zinc
-- Of steel containing by weight 0,6 % or more of
carbon, with a content of either sulphur or
phosphorus of less than 0,04 % by weight each,
and not exceeding 0,07 % together
-- Other

7217.2099
ex

7217.30

---

Of a diameter not exceeding 0,85 mm

---

Other

- Plated or coated with other base metals
-- Of steel containing by weight 0,6 % or more of
carbon, with a content of either sulphur or
phosphorus of less than 0,04 % by weight each,
and not exceeding 0,07 % together
-- Other

7217.3091
ex

7217.90

---

Plated or coated with copper, for welding, in
rolls

- Other
-- Of steel containing by weight 0,6 % or more of
carbon, with a content of either sulphur or
phosphorus of less than 0,04 % by weight each,
and not exceeding 0,07 % together
-- Other, otherwise plated or coated
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73.01

Description of Products
-- Other
Sheet piling of iron or steel, whether or not
drilled, punched or made from assembled
elements; welded angles, shapes and sections, of
iron or steel.

7301.20
73.05

- Angles, shapes and sections
Other tubes and pipes (for example, welded,
riveted or similarly closed), having circular
cross-sections, the external diameter of which
exceeds 406.4 mm, of iron or steel.
- Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines :

ex

7305.11
7305.1110

7305.1191
ex

7305.12
7305.1210

7305.1291
ex

7305.19
7305.1910

7305.1991
ex

7305.20
7305.2010

-- Longitudinally submerged arc welded
---

Of a thickness not exceeding 4 mm

---

Other

----

In conical form

-- Other, longitudinally welded
---

Of a thickness not exceeding 4 mm

---

Other

----

In a conical form

-- Other
---

Of a thickness not exceeding 4 mm

---

Other

----

In a conical form

- Casing of a kind used in drilling for oil or gas
-- Of a thickness not exceeding 4 mm
-- Other

7305.2091

---

In conical form

- Other, welded
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ex

7305.31

---

Of an interior diameter exceeding 400 mm
and of a wall thickness exceeding 10,5 mm

7305.3120

---

Other, with a thickness not exceeding 4 mm

---

Other

7305.39

----

In a conical form

-- Other

7305.3910

---

Of an interior diameter exceeding 400 mm
and with a wall thickness exceeding 10,5 mm

7305.3920

---

Other, with a thickness not exceeding 4 mm

---

Other

7305.3991
ex

-- Longitudinally welded

7305.3110

7305.3191
ex

Description of Products

7305.90

----

In conical form

- Other

7305.9010

-- Of an interior diameter exceeding 400 mm and
with a wall thickness exceeding 10,5 mm

7305.9020

-- Other, with a thickness not exceeding 4 mm
-- Other

7305.9091
73.06

ex

---

In conical form

Other tubes, pipes and hollow profiles (for
example, open seam or welded, riveted or
similarly closed), of iron or steel.
7306.10
7306.1010

- Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines
-- Of a thickness not exceeding 4 mm
-- Other

7306.1091
ex

7306.20

---

In pyramidal form; in conical form with a
circular cross-section

- Casing and tubing of a kind used in drilling for oil
or gas
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-- Of a thickness not exceeding 4 mm
-- Other

7306.2091
ex

7306.30
7306.3010

---

In pyramidal form; in conical form with a
circular cross-section

- Other, welded, of circular cross-section, of iron or
non-alloy steel
-- Of a thickness not exceeding 4 mm
-- Other

7306.3091
ex

7306.40

---

In conical form

- Other, welded, of circular cross-section, of
stainless steel
-- Of a thickness not exceeding 4 mm

7306.4011

---

In a conical form

-- Other
7306.4091
ex

7306.50
7306.5010

---

In a conical form

- Other, welded, of circular cross-section, of other
alloy steel
-- Of a thickness not exceeding 4 mm
-- Other

7306.5091
ex

7306.60
7306.6010

---

In a conical form

- Other, welded, of non-circular cross-section
-- Of a thickness not exceeding 4 mm
-- Other

7306.6091
ex

7306.90
7306.9010

---

In pyramidal form

- Other
-- Of a thickness not exceeding 4 mm
-- Other
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---

In pyramidal form; in conical form with a
circular cross-section

73.07

Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.

73.08

Structures (excluding prefabricated buildings of
heading No. 94.06) and parts of structures (for
example, bridges and bridge-sections, lock-gates,
towers, lattice masts, roofs, roofing frame-works,
doors and windows and their frames and
thresholds for doors, shutters, balustrades, pillars
and columns), of iron or steel; plates, rods,
angles, shapes, sections, tubes and the like,
prepared for use in structures, of iron or steel.

ex 73.09

Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers for
any material (other than compressed or liquefied
gas), of iron or steel, of a capacity exceeding 300 l,
whether or not lined or heat-insulated, but not
fitted with mechanical or thermal equipment.
7309.0010

- For transport and packing
- Other

7309.0020

-- For gases
-- For liquids

7309.0039

---

With heat insulating covering

---

Other

-- For solids

7309.0089
73.10

ex 73.11

---

Silos of metal sheets, corrugated or profiled

---

Other

Tanks, casks, drums, cans, boxes and similar
containers, for any material (other than
compressed or liquefied gas), of iron or steel, of a
capacity not exceeding 300 l, whether or not lined
or heat-insulated, but not fitted with mechanical
or thermal equipment.
Containers for compressed or liquefied gas, of
iron or steel.
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- Weldless
- Bottles for acetylene
- Other, isothermic vessels, double walled, whose
isolation is provided by vaccum
- Other, isothermic vessels, simple walled, heat
insulted and protected on the outside
- Spheric vessels with a capacity of 1000 litres or
more
- Cylindric vessels with a capacity of more than 200
m3

7311.0071

--- Tank cisterns equipped with motorized pumps,
valves and fittings, control apparatus
(manometers, for example), with piping fixtures of
both distribution and return, the entire apparatus
mounted on a fixed base

7311.0073

--- Cylindrical tank cisterns reinforced with an
unremovable external plastic shell

7311.0079

--- Other

73.13

Barbed wire of iron or steel; twisted hoop or
single flat wire, barbed or not, and loosely twisted
double wire, of a kind used for fencing, of iron or
steel.

73.14

Cloth (including endless bands), grill, netting and
fencing, of iron or steel wire; expanded metal of
iron or steel.
- Woven cloth

ex

7314.12

-- Endless bands for machinery, of stainless steel

7314.13

-- Other endless bands for machinery

7314.14

-- Other woven cloth, of stainless steel

7314.19

-- Other
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7314.1990
7314.20

Description of Products
---

Hatched webs whose structure is of adhesived
monofilaments of polyamide and a wrap of
ten stranded wires per linear centimetre of
high resistant steel wire like in heading
73.12.10.20.00

---

Other

- Grill, netting and fencing, welded at the
intersection, of wire with a maximum crosssectional dimension of 3 mm or more and having a
mesh size of 100 cm² or more
- Other grill, netting and fencing, welded at the
intersection

7314.31

-- Plated or coated with zinc

7314.39

-- Other
- Other cloth, grill, netting and fencing

7314.41

-- Plated or coated with zinc

7314.42

-- Coated with plastics

7314.49

-- Other

7314.50

- Expanded metal

73.15

Chain and parts thereof, of iron or steel.

73.17

Nails, tacks, drawing pins, corrugated nails,
staples (other than those of heading No. 83.05)
and similar articles, of iron or steel, whether or
not with heads of other material, but excluding
such articles with heads of copper.

73.18

Screws, bolts, nuts, coach screws, screw hooks,
rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers (including
spring washers) and similar articles, of iron or
steel.
- Threaded articles

ex

7318.11

-- Coach screws

7318.12

-- Other wood screws
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7318.1290
ex

7318.13

7318.1390
ex

7318.14

7318.1490
ex

7318.15

7318.1590
ex

7318.16

Description of Products
---

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

---

Other

-- Screw hooks and screw rings
---

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

---

Other

-- Self-tapping screws
---

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

---

Other

-- Other screws and bolts, whether or not with their
nuts or washers
---

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

---

Other

-- Nuts

7318.1620

---

7318.1680

--- Other
---

ex

7318.19

Collarnuts for the manufacture of containers
for liquified gas

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

-- Other
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7318.1990

Description of Products
---

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

---

Other

- Non-threaded articles
ex

7318.21

7318.2190
ex

7318.22

7318.2290
ex

7318.23

-- Spring washers and other lock washers
---

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

---

Other

-- Other washers
---

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

---

Other

-- Rivets
---

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

---

Other

----

Free-cut, with a shaft thickness of or a
overall diameter not exceeding 6 mm

7318.2321

-----

Headless rivets and similar articles

7318.2329

-----

Other

----

Other

7318.2391

-----

Headless rivets and similar articles

7318.2399

-----

Other
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ex

7318.24

7318.2490
ex

7318.29

Description of Products
-- Cotters and cotter-pins
---

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

---

Other

-- Other
---

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

7318.2920

--- Outlines of the "base plate" nuts of subheading
No. 7318.16.20.00

7318.298

---

Other

73.20

Springs and leaves for springs, of iron or steel.

73.21

Stoves, ranges, grates, cookers (including those
with subsidiary boilers for central heating),
barbecues, braziers, gas-rings, plate warmers and
similar non-electric domestic appliances, and
parts thereof, of iron or steel.
- Cooking appliances and plate warmers
7321.11

-- For gas fuel or for both gas and other fuels
(7321.1111 and 7321.1121: used gas cookers and
used heaters see table E)

7321.12

-- For liquid fuel

7321.13

-- For solid fuel
- Other appliances

ex

7321.81

-- For gas fuel or for both gas and other fuels

7321.82

-- For liquid fuel

7321.83

-- For solid fuel

7321.90

- Parts
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Description of Products
-- Gas burners with 6, 8 or 12 rectilinear elements

7321.9020

-- Grill sets of steel, made from two stamped
elements, one out of a metal sheet the other of
cloth

7321.9030

-- Metal sheets cut out from a single piece to size,
containing tree perforated panels neither painted
nor enameled nor otherwise surface-worked

7321.9090

-- Other

73.22

Radiators for central heating, not electrically
heated, and parts thereof, of iron or steel; air
heaters and hot air distributors (including
distributors which can also distribute fresh or
conditioned air), not electrically heated,
incorporating a motor-driven fan or blower, and
parts thereof, of iron or steel.

73.23

Table, kitchen or other household articles and
parts thereof, of iron or steel; iron or steel wool;
pot scourers and scouring or polishing pads,
gloves and the like, of iron or steel.
7323.10

- Iron or steel wool; pot scourers and scouring or
polishing pads, gloves and the like
- Other

ex

7323.91

-- Of cast iron, not enamelled

7323.92

-- Of cast iron, enamelled

7323.93

-- Of stainless steel

7323.94

-- Of iron (other than cast iron) or steel, enamelled

7323.99

-- Other

7323.9910

---

Dustbins with reels in form of C.K.D
elements

7323.9990

---

Other

73.24

Sanitary ware and parts thereof, of iron or steel.

73.25

Other cast articles of iron or steel.
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Description of Products

73.26

Other articles of iron or steel.

74.08

Copper wire.
- Of refined copper

ex

7408.19
7408.1910

-- Other
---

Obtained by extrusion or drawing

- Of copper alloys
ex

7408.21

-- Of copper-zinc base alloys (brass)
---

7408.2121

----

With a rectangular cross-section of a
thickness not exceeding 6 mm

----

Other

-----

Obtained by extrusion or drawing

-----

Other

---

Of copper alloys, containing at least 10 %
zinc

----

Other

ex

7408.22

Not further worked than rolled, extruded
or drawn, whether or not pickled

------

With maximum cross-section not
exceeding 15 mm

------

Other

-----

7408.2199

Other

----

-----

7408.2149

With maximum cross-section not exceeding
6 mm

Other

------

Gold or silver plated

------

Other

-- Of copper-nickel base alloys (cupro-nickel) or
copper-nickel-zinc base alloys (nickel silver)
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---

Of nickel alloys, containing more than 10 %
nickel

---

other:

---7408.2221

With maximum cross-section not exceeding
6 mm

-----

Obtained by extrusion or drawing

-----

Other

----

Other

-----

Of copper alloys, containing at least 10 %
zinc

-----

Other

------

7408.2249

Not further worked than rolled, extruded
or drawn, whether or not pickled

-------

With a maximum cross-section not
exceeding 15 mm

-------

Other

------

7408.2299
ex

7408.29

-------

Gold or silver plated

-------

Other

-- Other
---

Alloys containing more than 10 % nickel

---

Other

---7408.2921

Other

With a maximum cross-section not
exceeding 6 mm

-----

Obtained by extrusion or drawing

-----

Other

----

Other
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Description of Products
-----

Of copper alloys, containing at least 10 %
zinc

-----

Of copper-beryllium alloys

-----

Other

------

7408.2949

-------

With a maximum cross-section not
exceeding 15 mm

-------

Other

------

7408.2999

Not further worked than rolled, extruded
or drawn, whether or not pickled

Other

-------

Gold or silver plated

-------

Other

74.11

Copper tubes and pipes.

74.12

Copper tube or pipe fittings (for example,
couplings, elbows, sleeves).

74.13

Stranded wire, cables, plaited bands and the like,
of copper, not electrically insulated.

74.14

Cloth (including endless bands), grill and netting,
of copper wire; expanded metal of copper.

74.15

Nails, tacks, drawing pins, staples (other than
those of heading No. 83.05) and similar articles, of
copper or of iron or steel with heads of copper;
screws, bolts, nuts, screw hooks, rivets, cotters,
cotter-pins, washers (including spring washers)
and similar articles, of copper.
7415.10

- Nails and tacks, drawing pins, staples and similar
articles
- Other articles, not threaded

ex

7415.21

-- Washers (including spring washers)
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Description of Products
---

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

---

Free-cut, with a shaft thickness of or a overall
diameter not exceeding 6 mm

7415.2121

----

Split washers and other spring washers

7415.2129

----

Other

---

ex

Other

7415.2191

----

Split washers and other spring washers

7415.2199

----

Other

7415.29

-- Other
---

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

---

Free-cut, with a shaft thickness of or a overall
diameter not exceeding 6 mm

7415.2921

----

Headless rivets and similar articles

7415.2929

----

Other

---

Other

7415.2991

----

Headless rivets and similar articles

7415.2999

----

Other

- Other threaded articles
ex

7415.33

-- Screws; bolts and nuts

7415.3319

--- Other

7415.3399

--- Other
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---

ex

7415.39

7415.3990

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

-- Other
---

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

---

Other

74.16

Copper springs.

74.17

Cooking or heating apparatus of a kind used for
domestic purposes, non-electric, and parts
thereof, of copper.

74.18

Table, kitchen or other household articles and
parts thereof, of copper; pot scourers and
scouring or polishing pads, gloves and the like, of
copper; sanitary ware and parts thereof, of
copper.

74.19

Other articles of copper.
7419.10

- Chain and parts thereof
- Other

ex

7419.91

-- Cast, moulded, stamped or forged, but not further
worked

7419.9110

---

Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers
for any materials (except for compressed or
liquified gas) of copper, of a capacity
exceeding 300 liters, not fitted with
mechanical or thermal equipment, whether or
not lined or heat insulated

7419.9120

---

Accessoires for power lines and traction
(suspension pieces, fixation grips, lifting
beams etc.)

---

Brass plates, matrix and flans of brass, for the
manufacture of watch dials
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7419.9140

---

Imitation items

7419.9190

---

Other

7419.99

-- Other

7419.9910

---

Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers
for any materials (except for compressed or
liquified gas) of copper, of a capacity
exceeding 300 liters, not fitted with
mechanical or thermal equipment, whether or
not lined or heat insulated

7419.9920

---

Accessoires for power lines and traction
(suspension pieces, fixation grips, lifting
beams etc.)

---

Brass plates, matrix and flans of brass, for the
manufacture of watch dials

7419.9940

---

Imitation items

7419.9990

---

Other

75.08

ex

Description of Products

Other articles of nickel.
7508.10

- Cloth, grill and netting, of nickel wire

7508.90

- Other
-- Anodes for electro plating including these
obtained by electrolytic deposition, untreated or
furhter worked
-- Nails, tracks, corrugated nails, screw hooks and
the like, (articles for bolting or screwing) and
washers inclucing the split washers and spring
washers
---

For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or
for surgical/medical use, imported on behalf
of professionals concerned or for their
account

7508.9029

---

Other

7508.9030

-- Tableware and imitation items

7508.9090

-- Other
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76.04
ex

Description of Products
Aluminium bars, rods and profiles.

7604.10
7604.1010

- Of aluminium, not alloyed
-- Hollow profiles
-- Other, with a maximum cross-section not
exceeding 6 mm

7604.1020

7604.1039

---

Obtained by extrusion or drawing

---

Rolled

----

Coated or covered

-- Other
---

7604.1059

----

Bars and rods with a cross-section not
exceeding 15 mm

----

Other

-------

7604.1099

Not further worked than rolled, extruded or
drawn, whether or not pickled

----

Profiles
Other
Profiles

- Of aluminium alloys

ex

7604.21

-- Hollow profiles

7604.29

-- Other
---

7604.2910

7604.2929

Products with a cross-section not exceeding 6
mm

----

Not further worked than rolled, extruded or
drawn, whether or not pickled

----

Rolled

-------

Coated or covered
Other
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7604.2949

Description of Products
----

Not further worked than rolled, extruded or
drawn, whether or not pickled

-----

Bars and rods with a cross-section not
exceeding 15 mm

-----

Other

---------

7604.2999
76.05

Profiles
Other

-----

Profiles

Aluminium wire.
- Of aluminium, not alloyed

ex

7605.19

-- Other
---

7605.1910

7605.1929

With a maximum cross-section not exceeding
6 mm

----

Obtained by extrusion or drawing

----

Rolled

-----

Coated or covered

- Of aluminium alloys
ex

7605.29

-- Other
---

7605.2910

7605.2929
76.07

With a maximum cross-section not exceeding
6 mm

----

Obtained by extrusion or drawing

----

Rolled

-----

Coated or covered

Aluminium foil (whether or not printed or
backed with paper, paperboard, plastics or
similar backing materials) of a thickness
(excluding any backing) not exceeding 0.2 mm.
- Not backed
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ex

7607.19

7607.1990
7607.20

Description of Products
-- Other
---

Not further worked than beaten or artificially
oxidized

---

Other

- Backed

76.08

Aluminium tubes and pipes.

76.09

Aluminium tube or pipe fittings (for example,
couplings, elbows, sleeves).

76.10

Aluminium structures (excluding prefabricated
buildings of heading No. 94.06) and parts of
structures (for example, bridges and bridgesections, towers, lattice masts, roofs, roofing
frameworks, doors and windows and their frames
and thresholds for doors, balustrades, pillars and
columns); aluminium plates, rods, profiles, tubes
and the like, prepared for use in structures.

76.11

Aluminium reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar
containers, for any material (other than
compressed or liquefied gas), of a capacity
exceeding 300 l, whether or not lined or heatinsulated, but not fitted with mechanical or
thermal equipment.

76.12

Aluminium casks, drums, cans, boxes and similar
containers (including rigid or collapsible tubular
containers), for any material (other than
compressed or liquefied gas), of a capacity not
exceeding 300 l, whether or not lined or heatinsulated, but not fitted with mechanical or
thermal equipment.

76.13

Aluminium containers for compressed or
liquefied gas.

76.14

Stranded wire, cables, plaited bands and the like,
of aluminium, not electrically insulated.
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Description of Products

76.15

Table, kitchen or other household articles and
parts thereof, of aluminium; pot scourers and
scouring or polishing pads, gloves and the like, of
aluminium; sanitary ware and parts thereof, of
aluminium.

76.16

Other articles of aluminium.

ex

7616.10

- Nails, tacks, staples (other than those of heading
No. 83.05), screws, bolts, nuts, screw hooks,
rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers and similar
articles
-- For the fastening of orthopaedic materials or for
surgical/medical use, imported on behalf of
professionals concerned or for their account

7616.1020

-- Screws, nuts, rivets and washers, free-cut, with a
shaft thickness of or a overall diameter not
exceeding 6 mm

7616.1090

-- Other
- Other

ex

7616.91

-- Cloth, grill, netting and fencing, of aluminium
wire

7616.99

- Other

7616.9910

-- Shafts for corsets, for articles of apparel and
clothing accessories and the like

7616.9920

-- Netting and fencing, expanded

7616.9930

-- Spools, cops, bobbins, sewing thread reels and
similar supports

7616.9940

-- Accessoires for power lines and traction
(suspension pieces, fixation grips, lifting beams)

7616.9960

-- Imitation items

7616.9990

-- Other

79.06

Zinc tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings (for
example, couplings, elbows, sleeves).

79.07

Other articles of zinc.
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Description of Products
- Small rings and washers, including products of
hexagonal forms, produced by drop forging or
drop shaping from metal shapes on the conveyor
line, products in the rough for die or drop forging,
tubes of zinc, imported for the account of battery
manufacturer
- Anodes

7907.0090

- Other

80.03

Tin bars, rods, profiles and wire.

80.04

Tin plates, sheets and strip, of a thickness
exceeding 0.2 mm.

80.05

Tin foil (whether or not printed or backed with
paper, paperboard, plastics or similar backing
materials), of a thickness (excluding any backing)
not exceeding 0.2 mm; tin powders and flakes.

80.06

Tin tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings (for
example, couplings, elbows, sleeves).

80.07

Other articles of tin.

82.01

Hand tools, the following : spades, shovels,
mattocks, picks, hoes, forks and rakes; axes, bill
hooks and similar hewing tools; secateurs and
pruners of any kind; scythes, sickles, hay knives,
hedge shears, timber wedges and other tools of a
kind used in agriculture, horticulture or forestry.
8201.10

- Spades and shovels

8201.20

- Forks

8201.30

- Mattocks, picks, hoes and rakes

8201.40

- Axes, bill hooks and similar hewing tools

8201.90

- Other hand tools of a kind used in agriculture,
horticulture or forestry

82.02
ex

Hand saws; blades for saws of all kinds (including
slitting, slotting or toothless saw blades).
8202.20

- Band saw blades
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8202.2010

-- For working metals

8202.2090

-- For working other materials
- Circular saw blades (including slitting or slotting
saw blades)
- Other saw blades

8202.91

-- Straight saw blades, for working metal
Hand tools (including glaziers' diamonds), not
elsewhere specified or included; blow lamps;
vices, clamps and the like, other than accessories
for and parts of, machine tools; anvils; portable
forges; hand or pedal-operated grinding wheels
with frameworks.

82.05

8205.20

- Hammers and sledge hammers
- Other hand tools (including glaziers’ diamonds)

ex

8205.59
8205.5910

-- Other
---

Trowel

82.11

Knives with cutting blades, serrated or not
(including pruning knives), other than knives of
heading No. 82.08, and blades therefor.

82.14

Other articles of cutlery (for example, hair
clippers, butchers' or kitchen cleavers, choppers
and mincing knives, paper knives); manicure or
pedicure sets and instruments (including nail
files).

82.15

Spoons, forks, ladles, skimmers, cake-servers,
fish-knives, butter-knives, sugar tongs and
similar kitchen or tableware.

83.01

Padlocks and locks (key, combination or
electrically operated), of base metal; clasps and
frames with clasps, incorporating locks, of base
metal; keys for any of the foregoing articles, of
base metal.
8301.20

- Locks of a kind used for motor vehicles

8301.30

- Locks of a kind used for furniture
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8301.40

- Other locks

8301.50

- Clasps and frames with clasps, incorporating locks

8301.60

- Parts

8301.70

- Keys presented separately
Base metal mountings, fittings and similar
articles suitable for furniture, doors, staircases,
windows, blinds, coachwork, saddlery, trunks,
chests, caskets or the like; base metal hat-racks,
hat-pegs, brackets and similar fixtures; castors
with mountings of base metal; automatic door
closers of base metal.

83.02

8302.10

- Hinges

8302.30

- Other mountings, fittings and similar articles
suitable for motor vehicles
- Other mountings, fittings and similar articles

8302.41

-- Suitable for buildings

8302.42

-- Other, suitable for furniture

8302.49

-- Other

8302.50

- Hat-racks, hat-pegs, brackets and similar fixtures

8302.60

- Automatic door closers

83.03

Armoured or reinforced safes, strong-boxes and
doors and safe deposit lockers for strong-rooms,
cash or deed boxes and the like, of base metal.

83.04

Filing cabinets, card-index cabinets, paper trays,
paper rests, pen trays, office-stamp stands and
similar office or desk equipment, of base metal,
other than office furniture of heading No. 94.03.

83.05

Fittings for loose-leaf binders or files, letter clips,
letter corners, paper clips, indexing tags and
similar office articles, of base metal; staples in
strips (for example, for offices, upholstery,
packaging), of base metal.
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83.06

Bells, gongs and the like, non-electric, of base
metal; statuettes and other ornaments, of base
metal; photograph, picture or similar frames, of
base metal; mirrors of base metal.

83.07

Flexible tubing of base metal, with or without
fittings.

83.09

Stoppers, caps and lids (including crown corks,
screw caps and pouring stoppers), capsules for
bottles, threaded bungs, bung covers, seals and
other packing accessories, of base metal.

83.10

Sign-plates, name-plates, address-plates and
similar plates, numbers, letters and other
symbols, of base metal, excluding those of
heading No. 94.05.

83.11

Wire, rods, tubes, plates, electrodes and similar
products, of base metal or of metal carbides,
coated or cored with flux material, of a kind used
for soldering, brazing, welding or deposition of
metal or of metal carbides; wire and rods, of
agglomerated base metal powder, used for metal
spraying.

84.02

Steam or other vapour generating boilers (other
than central heating hot water boilers capable
also of producing low pressure steam); superheated water boilers.
- Steam or other vapour generating boilers

ex

ex

8402.12

-- Watertube boilers with a steam production not
exceeding 45 t per hour
---

Locomotive boilers and ship boilers

---

Other

8402.1291

----

Of a pression of 10 kg/cm2or more or
generating 2000 kg or more of steam per
hour

8402.1299

----

Other

8402.19

-- Other vapour generating boilers, including hybrid
boilers
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---

Locomotive boilers and ship boilers

---

Other

8402.1991

----

Of a pression of 10 kg/cm2or more or
generating 2000 kg or more of steam per
hour

8402.1999

----

Other

8402.20
84.03

- Super-heated water boilers
Central heating boilers other than those of
heading No. 84.02.

8403.10

- Boilers

8403.90

- Parts

84.07

Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal
combustion piston engines.
- Reciprocating piston engines of a kind used for
the propulsion of vehicles of chapter 87
8407.31

-- Of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 50 cc

8407.32

-- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 50 cc but not
exceeding 250 cc

84.08
ex

Compression-ignition internal combustion piston
engines (diesel or semi-diesel engines).
8408.20
8408.2010

- Engines of a kind used for the propulsion of
vehicles of chapter 87
-- Of a cylinder capacity of 3,5 litres or less, in
form of S.K.D elements, for the assembling
industry
-- Other engines described in the supplementary
note no 4 of the present chapter

8408.2021

---

Of a cylinder capacity of 12 000 cc or less

8408.2029

---

Of a cylinder capacity of more than 12 000 cc

8408.2090

-- Other
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Description of Products
Parts suitable for use solely or principally with
the engines of heading No. 84.07 or 84.08.

84.09

- Other
ex

8409.91

8409.9121

-- Suitable for use solely or principally with sparkignition internal combustion piston engines
---

Rough foundry sketch

---

Cylinder blocs, casings, cylinder heads,
cylinders

----

For motorcycle engins with a cylinder
capacity not exceeding 50 cc

----

Other

--8409.9130

8409.9141

8409.9150

ex

8409.99

Connecting-rods and pistons

----

Aluminium or light metal alloys pistons,
including piston liners

----

Other

-----

For motorcycle engins with a cylinder
capacity not exceeding 50 cc

-----

Other

---

Cylinder liners

---

Other

-- Other
---

Rough foundry sketch

---

Cylinder blocs, casings, cylinder heads,
cylinders

8409.9921

----

For car engines

8409.9929

----

Other

--8409.9930

----

Connecting-rods and pistons
Aluminium or light metal alloys pistons,
including piston liners
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----

8409.9950
84.13
ex

Other

-----

For car engines

-----

Other

---

Motor liners

Pumps for liquids, whether or not fitted with a
measuring device; liquid elevators.
8413.70

- Other centrifugal pumps
-- Pumps used in swimming-pools

8413.7012

-- Pumps with interior anti-corrosive or antiabrasive layer
-- Other:
---

Producing a pressure of 20 bars or more:

8413.7021

----

Pumps without a power unit

8413.7029

----

Other

---

Other:

8413.7030

----

Pumps with a power unit, called submersible
pumps, functioning with an incorporated
electric motor or an electric motor being an
integral part thereof

8413.7040

----

Pumps with a power unit of an incorporated
electric motor, called “circulating pumps”

----

Multi-stage pumps:

8413.7051

-----

Pumps without a power unit, with a
suction diameter exceeding 150 mm

8413.7059

-----

Other

---8413.7091

-----

Other:
Pumps without a power unit, with a
horizontal axis, with a suction diameter
exceeding 80 mm
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8413.7092

-----

Pumps without a power unit, with a
vertical axis, with a suction diameter
exceeding 150 mm

8413.7099

-----

Other

84.14

Air or vacuum pumps, air or other gas
compressors and fans; ventilating or recycling
hoods incorporating a fan, whether or not fitted
with filters.
- Fans

ex

8414.51

8414.5111
ex

8414.59
8414.5910

ex

8414.60
8414.6010

84.17
ex

-- Table, floor, wall, window, ceiling or roof fans,
with a self-contained electric motor of an output
not exceeding 125 W
---

Helicoidal and centrifugal roof fans, of a
diameter of 75 cm or more

-- Other
---

For domestic use

- Hoods having a maximum horizontal side not
exceeding 120 cm
-- For domestic use
Industrial or laboratory furnaces and ovens,
including incinerators, non-electric.

8417.20

- Bakery ovens, including biscuit ovens
-- Machines or combinations of machines listed in
note 3 or 4 of section XVI of the Harmonised
System

8417.2090

-- Other
Refrigerators, freezers and other refrigerating or
freezing equipment, electric or other; heat pumps
other than air conditioning machines of heading
No. 84.15.

84.18

8418.10

- Combined refrigerator-freezers, fitted with
separate external doors (used products see table E)
- Refrigerators, household type
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8418.21

-- Compression-type (used products see table E)

8418.22

-- Absorption-type, electrical
see table E)

8418.29

-- Other (used products see table E)

8418.30

- Freezers of the chest type, not exceeding 800 l
capacity

8418.40

- Freezers of the upright type, not exceeding 900 l
capacity

8418.50

- Other refrigerating or freezing chests, cabinets,
display counters, show-cases and similar
refrigerating or freezing furniture

(used products

8418.5020

--- Display-counters, positive or negative, with
curved glazing of tempered security glass, with
adjustable temperature control and a refrigerating
unit either incorporated or separate from the
counter

8418.5080

--- Other
-- Refigerating or freezing chests, with a capacity
of less than 40 litres, feeded with non periodic
direct current of 12 or 24 volts
- Parts

8418.91
84.19

-- Furniture designed to receive refrigerating or
freezing equipment
Machinery, plant or laboratory equipment,
whether or not electrically heated (excluding
furnaces, ovens and other equipment of heading
85.14), for the treatment of materials by a process
involving a change of temperature such as
heating, cooking, roasting, distilling, rectifying,
sterilising, pasteurising, steaming, drying,
evaporating, vaporising, condensing or cooling,
other than machinery or plant of a kind used for
domestic purposes; instantaneous or storage
water heaters, non-electric.
- Instantaneous or storage water heaters, nonelectric
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8419.11

-- Instantaneous gas water heaters

8419.19

-- Other
- Other machinery, plant and equipment

ex

8419.81
8419.8120

ex

8419.90

-- For making hot drinks or for cooking or heating
food
---

Hotel cookers and cookers for communities

- Parts

8419.9010

-- For instantaneous water and bath heaters

8419.9020

-- For cookers
Centrifuges, including centrifugal dryers;
filtering or purifying machinery and apparatus,
for liquids or gases.

84.21

- Filtering or purifying machinery and apparatus for
liquids
ex

ex

8421.23

-- Oil or petrol-filters for internal combustion
engines

8421.2310

--- Filters with catalysts for fuels

8421.2390

--- Other

8421.29

-- Other

8421.2910

---

For engines

- Filtering or purifying machinery and apparatus for
gases

ex

8421.31

-- Intake air filters for internal combustion engines

8421.39

-- Other

8421.3910

---

For engines

- Parts
ex

8421.99

-- Other
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8421.9921

---

Filtering or purifying machinery and
apparatus, for liquids other than water, for
engines of motor vehicle engines

8421.9991

---

Filtering or purifying machinery and
apparatus for gases, for motor vehicle engines

8421.9999

---

Other

84.24

Mechanical appliances (whether or not handoperated) for projecting, dispersing or spraying
liquids or powders; fire extinguishers, whether or
not charged; spray guns and similar appliances;
steam or sand blasting machines and similar jet
projecting machines.
8424.10

84.26

- Fire extinguishers, whether or not charged
Ships' derricks; cranes, including cable cranes;
mobile lifting frames, straddle carriers and works
trucks fitted with a crane.
- Overhead travelling cranes, transporter cranes,
gantry cranes, bridge cranes, mobile lifting frames
and straddle carriers

ex

8426.11

-- Overhead travelling cranes on fixed support
---

Overhead travelling cranes

8426.1111

----

Overhead travelling cranes with two beams
running on two rails, having an inspection
platform on the whole length, functioning
with an electric motor which is
electronically controlled and all manoeuvres
are radio remote controlled

8426.1119

----

Other

84.28

Other lifting, handling, loading or unloading
machinery (for example, lifts, escalators,
conveyors, teleferics).
- Other continuous-action elevators and conveyors,
for goods or materials

ex

8428.33

-- Other, belt type
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Description of Products
---

Magnetic conveyors

---

Other

Parts suitable for use solely or principally with
the machinery of headings Nos. 84.25 to 84.30.

84.31

- Of machinery of heading No. 84.28
ex

8431.39
8431.3910

-- Other
---

Drums or rollers for conveyors

- Of machinery of heading No. 84.26, 84.29 or
84.30
ex

8431.41

-- Buckets, shovels, grabs and grips
---

ex

Of machinery of heading No. 84.26

----

Lifting grips

8431.4119

----

Other

8431.4190

---

Other

8431.42

-- Bulldozer or angledozer blades

8431.49

-- Other
------

8431.4923

For mobile crans (on tracks or wheels, not
fitted for rails)

-----

Crane basis and arm described in no
8426.91

-----

Other

---8431.4921

Of machinery of no 84.26

Other

-----

For cranes with a lifting capacity not
exceeding 10 tonnes

-----

For cranes with a lifting capacity
exceeding 10 tonnes

-----

For portal cranes with a lifting capacity
not exceeding 30 tonnes
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8431.4924

-----

8431.4940

---

For overhead travelling cranes
Of rippers

-----

8431.4990

8432.10

Hydraulic jack hammer and parts thereof

---

Other

- Ploughs

8432.1010

-- Ploughs for animal traction

8432.1090

-- Other

8432.90

- Parts
Machinery, not specified or included elsewhere in
this Chapter, for the industrial preparation or
manufacture of food or drink, other than
machinery for the extraction or preparation of
animal or fixed vegetable fats or oils.

84.38

ex

---

Agricultural, horticultural or forestry machinery
for soil preparation or cultivation; lawn or
sports-ground rollers.

84.32

ex

Other

8438.10

8438.1010
84.50

- Bakery machinery and machinery for the
manufacture of macaroni, spaghetti or similar
products
-- Mixing and shaping machines
Household or laundry-type washing machines,
including machines which both wash and dry.
- Machines, each of a dry linen capacity not
exceeding 10 kg

8450.11

-- Fully-automatic machines
(8450.1110: used products see table E)

8450.12

-- Other machines, with built-in centrifugal drier
(8450.1210: used products see table E)

8450.19

-- Other
(8450.1910: used products see table E)
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Description of Products
Machinery for sorting, screening, separating,
washing, crushing, grinding, mixing or kneading
earth, stone, ores or other mineral substances, in
solid (including powder or paste) form;
machinery for agglomerating, shaping or
moulding solid mineral fuels, ceramic paste,
unhardened cements, plastering materials or
other mineral products in powder or paste form;
machines for forming foundry moulds of sand.
- Mixing or kneading machines

ex

8474.31
8474.3111

ex

8474.90
8474.9010

-- Concrete or mortar mixers
---

Concrete or mortar mixers with a capacity not
exceeding 1 cubic meter

- Parts
-- Of concrete mixers
-- Other

8474.9091

8474.9098
84.79

---

Of crushers and hammering grinders

---

Agitator mechanism of cells, flotation and ore

---

Other

Machines and mechanical appliances having
individual functions, not specified or included
elsewhere in this Chapter.
- Other machines and mechanical appliances :
-- For treating metal, including electric wire coilwinders
-- Mixing, kneading, crushing, grinding, screening,
sifting, homogenising, emulsifying or stirring
machines

ex

8479.89
8479.8920

-- Other
---

hydrocureuses
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84.81

Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances for
pipes, boiler shells, tanks, vats or the like,
including pressure-reducing valves and
thermostatically controlled valves.

84.83

Transmission shafts (including cam shafts and
crank shafts) and cranks; bearing housings and
plain shaft bearings; gears and gearing; ball or
roller screws; gear boxes and other speed
changers, including torque converters; flywheels
and pulleys, including pulley blocks; clutches and
shaft couplings (including universal joints).

ex

8483.10

- Transmission shafts (including cam shafts and
crank shafts) and cranks
-- For engines of motor vehicles of no 84.07 and
84.08
---

8483.1011

------

8483.1021

ex

Crankshafts for motorcycle engines of a
cylinder capacity not exceeding 50 cc
Other
For motorcycle engines of a cylinder
capacity not exceeding 50 cc

8483.50

- Flywheels and pulleys, including pulley blocks

8483.60

- Clutches and shaft couplings (including universal
joints)

8483.6010
8483.90
84.84

----

Crankshafts and camshafts

-- For motorcycle engines of a cylinder capacity
not exceeding 50 cc
- Toothed wheels, chain sprockets and other
transmission elements presented separately; parts
Gaskets and similar joints of metal sheeting
combined with other material or of two or more
layers of metal; sets or assortments of gaskets and
similar joints, dissimilar in composition, put up in
pouches, envelopes or similar packings;
mechanical seals.
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Machinery parts, not containing electrical
connectors, insulators, coils, contacts or other
electrical features, not specified or included
elsewhere in this Chapter.

84.85

- Propeller and blades for ships
8485.90

- Other
Electric generating sets and rotary converters.

85.02

- Generating sets with compression-ignition internal
combustion piston engines (diesel or semi-diesel
engines)
8502.11

-- Of an output not exceeding 75 kVA
Electrical transformers, static converters (for
example, rectifiers) and inductors.

85.04
8504.10

- Ballasts for discharge lamps or tubes
- Liquid dielectric transformers

ex

8504.21

-- Having a power handling capacity not exceeding
650 kVA
---

Instrument transformers

---

Other

----

ex

With industrial frequency of 25 to 60
periods including per second, of a power

-----

Not exceeding 0.5 kVA

8504.2189

-----

Other

8504.2199

----

8504.22

Other

-- Having a power handling capacity exceeding 650
kVA but not exceeding 10 000 kVA
---

Instrument transformers

---

Other

----

With industrial frequency of 25 to 60
periods including per second, of a power:
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8504.2221

-----

Of a nominal power handling capacity of
4000 to 5000 kVA, for an entry voltage of
20000 V (under vacuum), for a maximum
output voltage of 161 V (under vaccum),
of a minimal entry voltage of 121 V
(under vaccum), and for a maximum
induction of 1,6 Tesla

8504.2229

-----

Other

8504.2299

----

8504.23

Other

-- Having a power handling capacity exceeding
10 000 kVA
---

Instrument transformers

---

Other

----

With industrial frequency of 25 to 60
periods including per second, of a power

8504.2381

-----

Not exceeding 20 000 kVA

8504.2389

-----

Other

8504.2399

----

Other

- Other transformers
ex

8504.31
8504.3110

-- Having a power handling capacity not exceeding
1 kVA
---

Designed for toys or reduced size models for
recreational purposes

---

Other

----

Instrument transformers

----

Other

-----

8504.3193

With industrial frequency of 25 to 60
periods including per second, of a power

------

Not exceeding 0,5 kVA

------

Other
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8504.3198

ex

8504.32
8504.3210

ex

ex

Description of Products
-----

-- Having a power handling capacity exceeding 1
kVA but not exceeding 16 kVA
---

Designed for toys or reduced size models for
recreational purposes

---

Other

----

Instrument transformers

----

Other

8504.3292

-----

With industrial frequency of 25 to 60
periods including per second

8504.3298

-----

Other

8504.33

-- Having a power handling capacity exceeding 16
kVA but not exceeding 500 kVA
---

Instrument transformers

---

Other

8504.3391

----

With industrial frequency of 25 to 60
periods including per second

8504.3399

----

Other

8504.34

-- Having a power handling capacity exceeding
500 kVA
---

Instrument transformers

---

Other

----

ex

Other

With industrial frequency of 25 to 60
periods including per second, of a power

8504.3481

-----

Not exceeding 20 000 KVA

8504.3489

-----

Other

8504.3499

----

8504.40

Other

- Static converters
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8504.4010

Description of Products
-- In a complete stage, in form of CKD elements
-- Other

8504.4099
8504.50
85.06

ex

---

Other

- Other inductors
Primary cells and primary batteries.

8506.10

- Manganese dioxide

8506.30

- Mercuric oxide

8506.40

- Silver oxide

8506.50

- Lithium

8506.60

- Air-zinc

8506.80

- Other primary cells and primary batteries

8506.90

- Parts

8506.9090
85.07

-- Other than dry batteries
Electric accumulators, including separators
therefor, whether or not rectangular (including
square).

8507.10

- Lead-acid, of a kind used for starting piston
engines

8507.20

- Other lead-acid accumulators

8507.30

- Nickel-cadmium

8507.40

- Nickel-iron

8507.80

- Other accumulators
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85.16

ex

Description of Products
Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters
and immersion heaters; electric space heating
apparatus and soil heating apparatus; electrothermic hair-dressing apparatus (for example,
hair dryers, hair curlers, curling tong heaters)
and hand dryers; electric smoothing irons; other
electro-thermic appliances of a kind used for
domestic purposes; electric heating resistors,
other than those of heading No. 85.45.

8516.10
8516.1010

- Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and
immersion heaters
-- Water heaters
- Electric space heating apparatus and electric soil
heating apparatus

8516.21

-- Storage heating radiators

8516.29

-- Other

8516.60

- Other ovens; cookers, cooking plates, boiling
rings, grillers and roasters
(used products see table E)
- Other electrotermic apparatus

ex

8516.80

-- Electric heating resistors

8516.90

- Parts

8516.9010

-- Of electric heating resistors

8516.9090

-- Other
Parts suitable for use solely or principally with
the apparatus of headings Nos. 85.25 to 85.28.

85.29
ex

8529.10

- Aerials and aerial reflectors of all kinds; parts
suitable for use therewith
-- For television companies authorized by the
Moroccan government and for the Maghreb Arab
Press agency
-- Other
---

Aerials
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----

8529.1023

For reception apparatus for television, parts
suitable for use therewith

-----

Parabolic reflectors and similar aerial
reflectors

-----

Other

Electrical apparatus for switching or protecting
electrical circuits, or for making connections to or
in electrical circuits (for example, switches, fuses,
lightning arresters, voltage limiters, surge
suppressors, plugs, junction boxes), for a voltage
exceeding 1 000 volts.

85.35

8535.10

- Fuses
- Automatic circuit breakers

8535.21

-- For a voltage of less than 72.5 kV

8535.29

-- Other

8535.30

- Isolating switches and make-and-break switches

8535.90

- Other
Electrical apparatus for switching or protecting
electrical circuits, or for making connections to or
in electrical circuits (for example, switches,
relays, fuses, surge suppressors, plugs, sockets,
lamp-holders, junction boxes), for a voltage not
exceeding 1,000 volts.

85.36

8536.10

- Fuses

8536.20

- Automatic circuit breakers

8536.30

- Other apparatus for protecting electrical circuits
- Relays

8536.50

- Other switches
- Lamp-holders, plugs and sockets

8536.61

-- Lamp-holders

8536.69

-- Other
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Description of Products
- Other apparatus
-- Connecting strips for making connection in
electrical circuits, other than for
telecommunication or for instumental use
-- Connectors and connector elements for
telecommunication and instumental use

8536.9030

-- Collections for tops of sparking plugs with
incorporated anti-interference, described in the
supplementary note no 4 of the present chapter

8536.9090

-- Other

85.37

Boards, panels, consoles, desks, cabinets and
other bases, equipped with two or more
apparatus of heading No. 85.35 or 85.36, for
electric control or the distribution of electricity,
including those incorporating instruments or
apparatus of Chapter 90, and numerical control
apparatus, other than switching apparatus of
heading No. 85.17.

85.38

Parts suitable for use solely or principally with
the apparatus of heading No. 85.35, 85.36 or
85.37.

85.44

Insulated (including enamelled or anodised) wire,
cable (including co-axial cable) and other
insulated electric conductors, whether or not
fitted with connectors; optical fibre cables, made
up of individually sheathed fibres, whether or not
assembled with electric conductors or fitted with
connectors.
- Winding wire
8544.11

-- Of copper

8544.19

-- Other

8544.20

- Co-axial cable and other co-axial electric
conductors
- Other electric conductors, for a voltage not
exceeding 80 V
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8544.41

-- Fitted with connectors

8544.49

-- Other
- Other electric conductors, for a voltage exceeding
80 V but not exceeding 1 000 V

8544.51

-- Fitted with connectors

8544.59

-- Other

8544.60

- Other electric conductors, for a voltage exceeding
1 000 V

86.05

Railway or tramway passenger coaches, not selfpropelled; luggage vans, post office coaches and
other special purpose railway or tramway
coaches, not self-propelled (excluding those of
heading No. 86.04).

86.06

Railway or tramway goods vans and wagons, not
self-propelled.
8606.l0

- Tank wagons and the like
- Other

8606.91

-- Covered and closed

8606.92

-- Open, with non-removable sides of a height
exceeding 60 cm

8606.99

-- Other
Tractors (other than tractors of heading No.
87.09).

87.01
ex

8701.20

- Road tractors for semi-trailers
-- With spark-ignition reciprocation or rotary
internal combustion piston engines or
compression-ignition internal combustion piston
engines
---

imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter
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---

Other (used products see table E)

-- With other engines

8701.2099
ex

8701.90

---

Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter

---

Other

- Other
-- With spark-ignition reciprocation or rotary
internal combustion piston engines or
compression-ignition internal combustion piston
engines
---

Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter

----

Wheeled agricultural tractors

----

Other tractors

-----

Tractors fitted with winches

-----

Other

------

Road tractors, including tractors with
subsidiary provisions for the transport of
goods

------

Other

---

Other

----

Wheeled agricultural tractors

----

Other

-----

Tractors fitted with winches
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87.02
ex

Description of Products
-----

Road tractors, including tractors with
subsidiary provisions for the transport of
goods

Motor vehicles for the transport of ten or more
persons, including the driver.
8702.10

- With compression-ignition internal combustion
piston engine (diesel or semi-diesel)
-- Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note no
1 of this chapter
-- Other

ex

8702.1091

---

Motor vehicle chassis with a cab

8702.1092

---

Buses designed for the transport of persons

8702.1099

---

Other

8702.90

- Other
-- Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note no
1 of this chapter
-- Other
---

With spark-ignition reciprocation or rotary
internal combustion piston engines

8702.9021

----

Motor vehicle chassis with a cab

8702.9022

----

Buses designed for the transport of persons

8702.9029

----

Other

8702.9080

---

Vehicles with an electric engine

---

Other
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Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally
designed for the transport of persons (other than
those of heading No. 87.02), including station
wagons and racing cars.

87.03

8703.10

- Vehicles specially designed for travelling on
snow; golf cars and similar vehicles
- Other vehicles, with spark-ignition internal
combustion reciprocating piston engine

ex

8703.21

8703.2120

ex

-- Of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 1 000 cc
---

Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter:

---

Other

----

Motor vehicle chassis with a cab

----

Four wheel drive off-road vehicles (with
differential gear box), with a payload of 500
kg or more but less than 900 kg, not entierly
closed

8703.2131

-----

New

8703.2139

-----

Used

8703.22

8703.2220

-- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1 000 cc but not
exceeding 1 500 cc
---

Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter

---

Other

----

Motor vehicle chassis with a cab

----

Four wheel drive off-road vehicles (with
differential gear box), with a payload of 500
kg or more but less than 900 kg, not entierly
closed
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8703.2231

-----

New

8703.2239

-----

Used

8703.23

8703.2320

-- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1 500 cc but not
exceeding 3 000 cc
---

Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter

---

Other

----

Motor vehicle chassis with a cab

----

Four wheel drive off-road vehicles (with
differential gear box), with a payload of 500
kg or more but less than 900 kg, not entierly
closed

8703.2331

-----

New

8703.2339

-----

Used

----

Other

-----

Of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 1
800 cc

-----

Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1 800 cc,
but not exceeding 2 200 cc

------

Equipped ambulances

8703.2353

------

Other new vehicles

8703.2358

------

Other used vehicles

-----

Other

------

Equipped ambulances

8703.2383

------

Other new vehicles

8703.2388

------

Other used vehicles
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ex

8703.24

-- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3 000 cc
(without 8703.2482: ambulances and 8703.2483:
other new vehicles)

8703.2410

8703.2420

---

Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter

---

Other

----

Motor vehicle chassis with a cab

----

Four wheel drive off-road vehicles (with
differential gear box), with a payload of 500
kg or more but less than 900 kg, not entierly
closed

8703.2431

-----

New

8703.2439

-----

Used

----

Other

-----

Equipped ambulances

8703.2483

-----

Other new vehicles

8703.2488

-----

Other used vehicles

- Other vehicles, with compression-ignition internal
combustion piston engine (diesel or semi-diesel)
ex

8703.31

8703.3120

-- Of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 1 500 cc
---

Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter

---

Other

----

Motor vehicle chassis with a cab
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----

ex

Four wheel drive off-road vehicles (with
differential gear box), with a payload of 500
kg or more but less than 900 kg, not entierly
closed

8703.3131

-----

New

8703.3139

-----

Used

8703.32

8703.3220

-- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1 500 cc but not
exceeding 2 500 cc
---

Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter

---

Other

----

Motor vehicle chassis with a cab

----

Four wheel drive off-road vehicles (with
differential gear box), with a payload of 500
kg or more but less than 900 kg, not entierly
closed

8703.3231

-----

New

8703.3239

-----

Used

----

Other

-----

With an engine of a cylinder capacity not
exceeding 1 800 cc

-----

With an engine of a cylinder capacity of
less than 2 200 cc

-----

Other

------

Equipped ambulances

8703.3283

------

Other new vehicles

8703.3288

------

Other used vehicles

8703.33

-- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2 500 cc

- 155 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.
8703.3310

8703.3320

Description of Products
---

Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter

---

Other

----

Motor vehicle chassis with a cab

----

Four wheel drive off-road vehicles (with
differential gear box), with a payload of 500
kg or more but less than 900 kg, not entierly
closed

8703.3331

-----

New

8703.3339

-----

Used

----

ex

Other

-----

Equipped ambulances

8703.3383

-----

Other new vehicles

8703.3388

-----

Other used vehicles

8703.90

- Other
-- Vehicles with an electric engine

8703.9090
87.04

-- Other
Motor vehicles for the transport of goods.
- Dumpers designed for off-highway use
- Other, with compression-ignition internal
combustion piston engine (diesel or semi-diesel)

ex

8704.21

-- g.v.w. not exceeding 5 tonnes
---

Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter

---

Other

- 156 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

8704.2199
ex

8704.22

8704.2290
ex

8704.23

Description of Products
----

Armourd vehicles for security transports

----

Other

-- g.v.w. exceeding 5 tonnes but not exceeding 20
tonnes
---

Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter

---

Other

-- g.v.w. exceeding 20 tonnes

8704.2320

---

With aluminium tank of a capacity of 15 m3 or
more

8704.2380

---

Other

---

Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter

- Other, with spark-ignition internal combustion
piston engine
ex

8704.31

8704.3190
ex

8704.32

-- g.v.w. not exceeding 5 tonnes
---

Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter

---

Other

-- g.v.w. exceeding 5 tonnes
---

Imported disassembled, in form of (C.K.D.)
components, dispatched for assembly lines
authorized by the government, apart from the
components listed in the supplementary note
no 1 of this chapter

- 157 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.
8704.3290

ex

8704.90

Description of Products
---

Other

- Other
-- Four wheel drive off-road vehicles (with
differential gear box), imported disassembled, in
form of (C.K.D.) components, dispatched for
assembly lines authorized by the government,
apart from the components listed in the
supplementary note no 1 of this chapter
-- Other

8704.9099
87.05

ex

---

Vehicles with an electric engine

---

Other

Special purpose motor vehicles, other than those
principally designed for the transport of persons
or goods (for example, breakdown lorries, crane
lorries, fire fighting vehicles, concrete-mixer
lorries, road sweeper lorries, spraying lorries,
mobile workshops, mobile radiological units).
8705.10

- Crane lorries

8705.90

- Other
-- Equipped video buses for television companies
authorized by the government and for the agency
Maghred Arab Press
-- Other

8705.9098

---

Vehicles equipped with a cistern and a ramp
for spraying

---

Ambulances equipped with an operating
theatre

---

Other

87.06

Chassis fitted with engines, for the motor vehicles
of headings Nos. 87.01 to 87.05.

87.07

Bodies (including cabs), for the motor vehicles of
headings Nos. 87.01 to 87.05.

- 158 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

87.08

Description of Products
Parts and accessories of the motor vehicles of
headings Nos. 87.01 to 87.05.

8708.10

- Bumpers and parts thereof
- Other parts and accessories of bodies (including
cabs)

8708.21

-- Safety seat belts

8708.29

-- Other
- Brakes and servo-brakes and parts thereof

ex

8708.31

-- Mounted brake linings

8708.39

-- Other

8708.3981
ex

8708.80

---

For the assembling industry: pedestrian
controlled tractors of no 87.01, motor vehicles
designed for the transport of persons,
including vehicles for mixed purposes, with
less than 15 seats, motor vehicles designed for
the transport of goods, with spark-ignition
internal cumbustion reciprocationg piston
engine of a cylinder capacity less than 2.800
cc, or with compression-ignition internal
combu- stion piston engine of a cylinder
capacity less than 2.500 cc, special purpose
motor vehicles of no 87.05

---

Other

----

Sheathed brake cables equipped with their
connection parts

- Suspension shock-absorbers

- 159 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.
8708.8010

Description of Products
-- For the assembling industry: pedestrian
controlled tractors of no 87.01, motor vehicles
designed for the transport of persons, including
vehicles for mixed purposes, with less than 15
seats, motor vehicles designed for the transport
of goods, with spark-ignition internal
cumbustion reciprocationg piston engine of a
cylinder capacity less than 2.800 cc, or with
compression-ignition internal combu- stion
piston engine of a cylinder capacity less than
2.500 cc, special purpose motor vehicles of no
87.05
-- Other

8708.8020

8708.8091

---

Assembled

---

Spare parts

----

Shafts, cylinders, bodies and bottoms of the
bodies

- Other parts and accessories

ex

8708.91

-- Radiators

8708.92

-- Silencers and exhaust pipes

8708.93

-- Clutches and parts thereof

8708.9310

---

Finished clutch discs

---

Other

----

For the assembling industry: pedestrian
controlled tractors of no 87.01, motor
vehicles designed for the transport of
persons, including vehicles for mixed
purposes, with less than 15 seats, motor
vehicles designed for the transport of goods,
with spark-ignition internal cumbustion
reciprocationg piston engine of a cylinder
capacity less than 2.800 cc, or with
compression-ignition internal combu- stion
piston engine of a cylinder capacity less than
2.500 cc, special purpose motor vehicles of
no 87.05

- 160 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.
8708.9392

ex

8708.99
8708.9910

Description of Products
----

Sheathed brake cables equipped with their
connection parts

-- Other
-- For the assembling industry: pedestrian
controlled tractors of no 87.01, motor vehicles
designed for the transport of persons, including
vehicles for mixed purposes, with less than 15
seats, motor vehicles designed for the transport
of goods, with spark-ignition internal
cumbustion reciprocationg piston engine of a
cylinder capacity less than 2.800 cc, or with
compression-ignition internal combu- stion
piston engine of a cylinder capacity less than
2.500 cc, special purpose motor vehicles of no
87.05
-- Other
---

Steering and suspension ball-and-stocket
joint, for motor cars

8708.9921

----

Bodies and spheres obtained by forging in a
matrix

8708.9929

----

Other

8708.9993

---

Fuel tanks

8708.9994

---

Supports for engine

8708.9995

---

Starter and accelerator cables, sheathed and
equipped with their connection parts

8708.9996

---

Flexible transmissions for counters, sheathed
and equipped with their connection parts

87.11

Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted
with an auxiliary motor, with or without sidecars; side-cars.
(8711.1011: used scooters and used disassembled
motocycles see table E)

87.12

Bicycles and other cycles (including delivery
tricycles), not motorised. (used products see table
E)

- 161 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

87.14

Description of Products
Parts and accessories of vehicles of headings nos.
87.11 to 87.13.
- Of motorcycles (including mopeds)

8714.11

-- Saddles

8714.19

-- Other
- Of invalid carriages
- Other

8714.91

-- Frames and forks, and parts thereof

8714.92

-- Wheel rims and spokes

8714.93

-- Hubs, other than coaster braking hubs and hub
brakes, and free-wheel sprocket-wheels

8714.94

-- Brakes, including coaster braking hubs and hub
brakes, and parts thereof

8714.95

-- Saddles

8714.96

-- Pedals and crank-gear, and parts thereof

8714.99

-- Other

87.15

Baby carriages and parts thereof.

87.16

Trailers and semi-trailers; other vehicles, not
mechanically propelled; parts thereof.

ex

8716.10

- Trailers and semi-trailers of the caravan type, for
housing or camping
-- Imported disassembled and presented

ex

8716.1019

---

8716.1090

-- Other

8716.20

In form of S.K.D elements

- Self-loading or self-unloading trailers and semitrailers for agricultural purposes
-- Imported disassembled and presented

8716.2019

---

In form of S.K.D elements

- 162 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.
8716.2090

Description of Products
-- Other
- Other trailers and semi-trailers for the transport of
goods

ex

8716.31

-- Tanker trailers and tanker semi-trailers
---

8716.311900

ex

ex

Imported disassembled and presented

----

In form of S.K.D elements

8716.3120

--- Other, of stainless steel

8716.3191

--- For the transport of gas, whether or not liquid

8716.3198

---- Other

8716.39

-- Other
---

Refrigerator semi-trailers

---

Other, imported disassembled and presented

8716.392900

----

8716.3980

---

8716.40

In form of S.K.D elements
Other

- Other trailers and semi-trailers
-- Imported disassembled and presented

8716.4019

---

In form of S.K.D elements

8716.4091

------ New

8716.4099

------ Used

8716.80

- Other vehicles

8716.90

- Parts

90.03

Frames and mountings for spectacles, goggles or
the like, and parts thereof.
- Frames and mountings
9003.11

-- Of plastics

9003.19

-- Of other materials

- 163 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products

90.04

Spectacles, goggles and the like, corrective,
protective or other.

90.21

Orthopaedic appliances, including crutches,
surgical belts and trusses; splints and other
fracture appliances; artificial parts of the body;
hearing aids and other appliances which are worn
or carried, or implanted in the body, to
compensate for a defect or disability.
- Artificial teeth and dental fittings
9021.21

-- Artificial teeth
- Other artificial parts of the body
-- Artificial joints

ex

9021.39
9021.3910

90.28

ex

-- Other
--- Plastic urine bags
Gas, liquid or electricity supply or production
meters, including calibrating meters therefor.

9028.10

- Gas meters

9028.20

- Liquid meters

9028.30

- Electricity meters

9028.90

- Parts and accessories
-- For water flow meters

94.01

---

Mechanisms

9028.9019

---

Other

9028.9090

-- Other
Seats (other than those of heading No. 94.02),
whether or not convertible into beds, and parts
thereof.

- 164 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

94.02

Description of Products
Medical, surgical, dental or veterinary furniture
(for example, operating tables, examination
tables, hospital beds with mechanical fittings,
dentists' chairs); barbers' chairs and similar
chairs, having rotating as well as both reclining
and elevating movements; parts of the foregoing
articles.
- Dentists', barbers' or similar chairs and parts
thereof

9402.90

- Other

94.03

Other furniture and parts thereof.

94.04

Mattress supports; articles of bedding and
similar furnishing (for example, mattresses,
quilts, eiderdowns, cushions, pouffes and pillows)
fitted with springs or stuffed or internally fitted
with any material or of cellular rubber or
plastics, whether or not covered.

94.05

Lamps and lighting fittings including searchlights
and spotlights and parts thereof, not elsewhere
specified or included; illuminated signs,
illuminated name-plates and the like, having a
permanently fixed light source, and parts thereof
not elsewhere specified or included.
9405.10

- Chandeliers and other electric ceiling or wall
lighting fittings, excluding those of a kind used for
lighting public open spaces or thoroughfares

9405.20

- Electric table, desk, bedside or floor-standing
lamps

9405.30

- Lighting sets of a kind used for Christmas trees

9405.40

- Other electric lamps and lighting fittings

9405.50

- Non-electrical lamps and lighting fittings

9405.60

- Illuminated signs, illuminated name-plates and the
like
- Parts

ex

9405.91

-- Of glass

- 165 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

9405.9180
ex

9405.92

9405.9290
ex

9405.99

Description of Products
---

For searchlights and spotlights

---

Other

-- Of plastics
---

For searchlights and spotlights

---

Other

-- Other
---

For searchlights and spotlights

---

Other

--------

Of base metal
For illuminated name-plates, illuminated
signs, advertising plates, address plates
and other analogous plates

9405.9921

------

Specially designed for motor cars

9405.9922

------

For name plates for roads, streets, sites
and the like

9405.9923

------

For traffic signs

9405.9929

------

Other

----------

For illumination apparatus, light
maintenance articles and chandeliers
Frames for lampshades

9405.9931

-------

Of iron, cast iron or steel

9405.9939

-------

Other

9405.9940

---------

Other
Of rubber

9405.9951

-----

Of vulcaniesed rubber other than hard
rubber

9405.9959

-----

Of hard rubber

- 166 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products
----

Of leather, catcut, goldbeater’s skin,
bladders or tendons

9405.9961

-----

Of leather

9405.9969

-----

Of catcut, goldbeater’s skin, bladders or
tendons

----

Of wood or wicker

9405.9971

-----

Of wood

9405.9979

-----

Of wicker

----

Other

9405.9991

-----

Of paper pulp, paper, paperboard of
cellulose wadding

9405.9992

-----

Of thread , twine, cordage or ropes and
cables

9405.9993

-----

Of fabric

9405.9994

-----

Of stone or ceramic material

9405.9999

-----

Other

94.06

Prefabricated buildings.

95.04

Articles for funfair, table or parlour games,
including pintables, billiards, special tables for
casino games and automatic bowling alley
equipment.
9504.40

- Playing cards

96.03

Brooms, brushes (including brushes constituting
parts of machines, appliances or vehicles),
hand-operated mechanical floor sweepers, not
motorised, mops and feather dusters; prepared
knots and tufts for broom or brush making; paint
pads and rollers; squeegees (other than roller
squeegees).

96.04

Hand sieves and hand riddles.

96.07

Slide fasteners and parts thereof.

- 167 H.S.
Code

Moroccan
Heading No.

Description of Products

96.08

Ball point pens; felt tipped and other poroustipped pens and markers; fountain pens,
stylograph pens and other pens; duplicating
stylos; propelling or sliding pencils; pen-holders,
pencil-holders and similar holders; parts
(including caps and clips) of the foregoing
articles, other than those of heading No. 96.09.

96.09

Pencils (other than pencils of heading No. 96.08),
crayons, pencil leads, pastels, drawing charcoals,
writing or drawing chalks and tailors' chalks.

96.10

Slates and boards, with writing or drawing
surfaces, whether or not framed.

96.11

Date, sealing or numbering stamps, and the like
(including devices for printing or embossing
labels), designed for operating in the hand; handoperated composing sticks and hand printing sets
incorporating such composing sticks.

96.15

Combs, hair-slides and the like; hairpins, curling
pins, curling grips, hair-curlers and the like,
other than those of heading No. 85.16, and parts
thereof.

96.16

Scent sprays and similar toilet sprays, and
mounts and heads therefor; powder-puffs and
pads for the application of cosmetics or toilet
preparations.

